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Table 1. Scaling coefficients between rupture length, rupture width, rupture area, and 1456 
moment magnitude. 1457 
Table 2. Scaling coefficients between average slip, rupture width, rupture length, rupture 1458 
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Abstract We develop new empirical scaling laws for rupture width W, rupture 23 
length L, rupture area A and average slip D, based on a large database of rupture models. 24 
The database incorporates recent earthquake source models in a wide magnitude-range 25 
(MW 5.4 – 9.2), and events of various faulting styles. We apply general orthogonal 26 
regression, instead of ordinary least squares regression, to account for measurement 27 
errors for all variables and to obtain mutually self-consistent relationships.   28 
We observe that L grows more rapidly with MW, compared to W. The fault-aspect 29 
ratio (L/W) tends to increase with fault dip, which generally increases from reverse-30 
faulting, normal-faulting, to strike-slip events. At the same time, subduction-interface 31 
earthquakes have significantly higher W (hence larger rupture area A) compared to other 32 
faulting regimes. For strike-slip events, the growth of W with MW is strongly inhibited, 33 
while the scaling of L agrees with the L-model behavior (D correlated with L). However, 34 
at a regional scale where seismogenic depth is essentially fixed, the scaling behavior 35 
corresponds to the W-model (D not correlated with L). A consistent scaling behavior of 36 
MW–log10 A with slope~1.0 is found, except for normal-faulting events. Interestingly, the 37 
ratio D/W (a proxy for average stress-drop) tends to increase with MW, except for shallow 38 
crustal reverse-faulting events, suggesting the possibility of scale-dependent stress-drop.  39 
The observed variations in source-scaling properties for different faulting regimes 40 
can be interpreted in terms of geological and seismological factors. We find substantial 41 
differences between our new scaling relationships and those of previous studies. 42 
Therefore, our study provides critical updates on source-scaling relations needed in 43 
seismic-tsunami hazard analysis and engineering applications. 44 
 45 
 3 
Online Material: Figures depicting regression analysis, normality probability plots and 46 
comparisons between different source-scaling relationships, and tables listing rupture 47 
models and different earthquake source-scaling relationships. 48 
 49 
Introduction 50 
Earthquake source-scaling relations provide empirical equations that link 51 
observable source parameters to each other. Such scaling relations not only provide 52 
insight into earthquake mechanics (e.g., Scholz, 1982; Romanowicz, 1992; Wells and 53 
Coppersmith, 1994, Mai and Beroza, 2000; Blaser et al., 2010; Skarlatoudis et al., 2016), 54 
but also constitute an essential ingredient in seismic-tsunami hazard studies (e.g., 55 
Stafford, 2014; De Risi and Goda, 2016). However, available databases are limited, while 56 
uncertainties in the source parameters (primarily rupture length L, rupture width W, 57 
average displacement D and seismic moment M0) are hardly considered. Our study tries 58 
to partially overcome these limitations by using the database of finite-fault source models 59 
(Mai and Thingbaijam, 2014) that spans a wide magnitude-range (MW 5.4 – 9.2), but also 60 
provides multiple estimates of source-parameters for a large number of events that have 61 
been studied by different research groups. In addition, for a set of earthquakes, 62 
information on fault segmentation is available that so far has not been included into any 63 
source-scaling analysis.  64 
Several studies investigated earthquake source-scaling properties (for a summary, 65 
see Stirling et al., 2013), however, most of them employed datasets not limited to rupture 66 
models, but based on indirect estimates of source parameters (e.g., early aftershocks) and 67 
surface-rupture observations that are prone to large uncertainties. By using only inverted 68 
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rupture models for which the uncertainties in source parameters can be consistently 69 
inferred, we thrive for a more objective assessment of the source-scaling properties.   70 
The inversions for rupture models using seismic and/or geodetic data determine 71 
the spatiotemporal properties of the rupture processes. Therefore, the corresponding 72 
source dimensions L, W, and A, as well as the seismic moment M0 are more accurately 73 
and self-consistently estimated than from aftershock zones and/or surface ruptures. 74 
Earlier investigations of source-scaling properties based exclusively on rupture models 75 
lacked very-large magnitude events (e.g., Somerville et al., 1999; Mai and Beroza, 2000). 76 
Other studies focused on region-specific scaling relationships (Murotani et al., 2008; Yen 77 
and Ma, 2011; Rodríguez-Pérez and Ottemöller, 2013; Ramírez-Gaytán et al., 2014), or a 78 
specific fault regime, like subduction events (Murotani et al., 2013; Ye et al., 2016; 79 
Skarlatoudis et al., 2016). Thus, there is a need to re-examine earthquake source-scaling 80 
properties using a global set of rupture models, considering different faulting regimes and 81 
including very large and mega-thrust events. Such a study is now feasible because of the 82 
increased availability of inverted kinematic source models for past earthquakes.  83 
 We emphasize that regression analyses between the different parameters should 84 
produce empirical scaling laws that are fundamentally self-consistent. As explained by 85 
Leonard (2010), the self-consistency implies that the scaling equations between different 86 
parameters mutually agree with each other as well as with the definition of seismic 87 
moment. Another requirement is that scaling relationship remains invariant under 88 
interchange of variables; for instance, relationship between magnitude and rupture length 89 
should be the same irrespective of which of the two parameters is the independent or 90 
dependent variable. This condition can be met by enforcing theoretical expectations on 91 
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the scaling coefficients (e.g., the slope of a linear model) in the regression analysis (e.g., 92 
Somerville et al., 1999; Hanks and Bakun, 2002; Leonard, 2010). However, in the 93 
present study, we make no such prior assumptions regarding the scaling coefficients in 94 
order to let the data speak, not theoretical expectations. Instead, we attempt to improve 95 
the regression analysis considering errors-in-variables models by applying general 96 
orthogonal regression. Thus, the self-consistency of the scaling laws of this study is data-97 
driven with no prior assumptions about the relationships. 98 
In the following sections, we describe the finite-fault rupture model database, our 99 
approach to the data selection, classification, and preprocessing, the regression technique, 100 
and then we present the new empirical scaling laws for the earthquake source. To develop 101 
the scaling laws, we adopt a standardized approach: we compute the specific source 102 
parameter from the rupture models, and then apply regression analysis on the resulting 103 
data. More specifically, we first address the scaling properties of rupture dimensions 104 
considering different faulting regimes, and compare our results with previous studies. 105 
Next, we examine the implications, immediate conclusions and physical interpretations 106 
relevant to rupture dynamics from the new relationships, and discuss their practical 107 
aspects.  108 
 109 
Finite-fault Rupture Models 110 
The present study is motivated by the recently augmented online repository of 111 
kinematic earthquake rupture models, the SRCMOD database (Mai and Thingbaijam, 112 
2014). This database embodies the recent surge in finite-fault source-inversion studies of 113 
earthquakes. For discussions on the different data and inversion techniques used to 114 
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develop these rupture models, we refer the readers to Mai and Thingbaijam (2014).  The 115 
SRCMOD database comprises the current largest online repository of rupture models for 116 
past global earthquakes, organized in a uniform and consistent manner.  117 
It is important to note that appreciable uncertainties exist for these rupture models 118 
owing to the ill-posed nature of earthquake source inversions because of limited and non-119 
uniform data coverage, incompletely known crustal structure, and unknown errors in data 120 
and modeling assumptions (Beresnev, 2003; Mai et al., 2007, 2016). Nevertheless, these 121 
rupture models were obtained by applying known physics of seismic wave excitation and 122 
propagation, and/or crustal deformation due to earthquake slip. Thus, these rupture 123 
models represent the currently best-resolved attributes of kinematic earthquake source 124 
properties, and have been extensively used to investigate the rupture physics (for reviews 125 
on this aspect, see for example Mai and Thingbaijam, 2014; Thingbaijam and Mai, 2016). 126 
Varying techniques and data applied by different research teams to study the same event 127 
introduce (intra-event) variability in the rupture models, but they also minimize possible 128 
bias due to inversion techniques or data used for the source-inversion. Thus, multiple 129 
rupture models for the same event allow accounting for independent (and usually 130 
different) source-parameter estimates.  131 
Before we describe our approach for selecting rupture models for the analysis, we 132 
briefly discuss the relevant features of a rupture model. A rupture model usually 133 
comprises several kinematic source parameters: slip, rise time (duration of slip), rupture-134 
onset time, and rake (angle of slip direction), assigned at node-points (or sub-faults) on 135 
the rupture plane(s). In the present study, we are concerned only with the final 136 
displacement over the fault plane, i.e. the slip distribution, while the temporal rupture 137 
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evolution is neglected. The spatial extent of the slip distribution along strike and down 138 
dip is related to the rupture length and rupture width. The size of the sub-faults, i.e. the 139 
spacing of the node-points with respect to the rupture-area defines a nominal spatial 140 
resolution of the model. Owing to the chosen spatial discretization in the source inversion 141 
and the need to utilize band-limited data, rupture models do not account for small-scale 142 
fault-surface roughness (occurring on a 1–100 meter scale), but incorporate large-scale 143 
fault segmentations (occurring on a scale of several kilometers). 144 
  145 
Data Selection and Classification 146 
The spatial resolution of rupture models largely decides whether application of a 147 
specific statistical analysis will be statistically meaningful or not. Accordingly, we apply 148 
the following criteria to examine the suitability of the rupture models:  149 
(1) Magnitude MW ≥ 5.0, as smaller events are likely to be less well resolved in 150 
the inversions; 151 
(2) Number of sub-faults in down-dip or along-strike larger than 3 to allow 152 
computing effective source dimensions (see below); 153 
(3) When, for the same event, multiple rupture models are produced by the same 154 
author(s), we use its latest version.  155 
Figure 1 depicts the distributions of the selected rupture models in terms of slip-centroid 156 
depth, fault-dip and average rake angles. We use the centroid depth of the slip 157 
distribution (as measure of effective rupture depth) to overcome the lack of hypocentral 158 
locations in inversions of geodetic data. This initial selection comprises of 268 rupture 159 
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models from 142 earthquakes, which we further examine in terms of different faulting 160 
regimes. 161 
Earthquake source-scaling properties are found to depend on the seismotectonic 162 
regime and faulting style (see Stirling et al., 2013). Therefore, we group rupture models 163 
according to the faulting styles. We broadly classify seismotectonic regimes as either 164 
continental, oceanic or subduction zones. Figure 1 shows that the tectonic regime largely 165 
control the distributions of rupture depth and fault dip. For continental earthquakes, the 166 
slip-centroids are well confined within depth of 20 km. On the other hand, earthquakes in 167 
subduction zones can occur at significant depths. Subduction-interface events occur 168 
within depth of 50 km, while intra-slab events can be observed at depths over 100 km. 169 
Furthermore, we find that the average fault-dip angles  are correlated with average rake 170 
angles, transitioning from steeper to shallower from strike-slip ( ~ 70–90), to normal-171 
faulting ( ~ 50–60), to shallow crustal reverse-faulting ( ~ 40–50), and finally to 172 
subduction-interface ( ~ 10–30) events. 173 
In continental and oceanic crust, earthquakes occur within the tectonic plate 174 
(intraplate) or at the interface between two tectonic plates (interplate). Intraplate events 175 
can be located either at the margins or interiors of the tectonic plates (Scholz et al., 176 
1986). In the present dataset, intraplate events at active plate margins – mostly those in 177 
western North America and inland Japan – dominate the continental reverse-faulting 178 
events. The source-scaling properties of events in stable continental regions (SCR) are 179 
reported to be different from interplate as well as intraplate events (e.g., Johnston and 180 
Kanter, 1990; Leonard, 2014). However, we have only six events associated with SCR, 181 
and therefore, exclude SCR-events from our analysis.   182 
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For reverse-faulting earthquakes, we distinguish between shallow crustal and 183 
subduction-interface events. We classify the 2015 Gorkha earthquake as a continental 184 
subduction event owing to its rupture characteristics (e.g., Goda et al., 2016). Figure 2 185 
illustrates the different dip-slip regimes in an oceanic-continental subduction zone. These 186 
include continental, back-arc and subduction-interface thrust faults, and outer-rise and 187 
subduction inslab normal faults. They differ from each other in terms of their associated 188 
tectonic loading mechanisms, as well as in dominating material properties. For the 189 
analysis, we do not differentiate continental and shallow back-arc thrust faulting, but 190 
group them as reverse-faulting (shallow crustal) events. However, we analyze the 191 
subduction-interface events separately. Owing to limited data, we examine outer-rise and 192 
inslab normal faulting events jointly, although outer-rise events occur at shallower 193 
regions and have different tectonic settings than subduction inslab events that occur 194 
within the dipping plate at larger depths.  195 
We define the dominant faulting types, strike-slip, normal, reverse, or oblique-196 
slip, based on average rake angle. Since considerable spatial variability of rake angles 197 
across a rupture plane may occur, we adopt a slip-weighted average rake angle, 198 
 199 
 𝜆𝑎𝑣𝑔 =  
∑ 𝑢𝑖 𝜆𝑖
∑ 𝑢𝑖
⁄   ,     𝑢𝑖  ≥
1
3
 𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥              (1) 200 
 201 
where u and umax refer to slip and maximum slip on the rupture plane, respectively. The 202 
stipulated range of slip corresponds to large-slip asperities (Mai et al., 2005), and limits 203 
the computation for the slip-type to prominent parts of the rupture.  204 
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Figure 1 indicates considerable variability of rake-angles in our database. In many 205 
cases, clusters are observed that can be attributed to multiple models for the same events. 206 
For instance, continental events with average rake angles between 130°–150° amount to 207 
only six earthquakes but 16 rupture models altogether. We examine whether oblique-slip 208 
events exhibit any characteristic scaling properties.  First, we apply an optimal case with 209 
bin-size of 15 with rake angle centered at 0, -180 for strike-slip, 90 for reverse-210 
faulting and -90 for normal-faulting events, thus clearly separating oblique-slip events.  211 
Then, we assess oblique-slip events in terms of data scattering with respect to these three 212 
faulting types. Overall, the data scatter does not support characteristic scaling of oblique-213 
slip events.  214 
Therefore, we classify the oblique-slip events into either one of the three faulting 215 
types, but do not analyze them specifically. Only three events with very atypical rupture 216 
dimensions (for their dominant faulting type) are examined separately, namely the 1978 217 
MW~7.1 Tabas (one source model), the 1989 MW~6.9 Loma Prieta (five source models), 218 
and the 2008 MW~7.9 Wenchuan (four source models) earthquakes. These events are 219 
characterized by strongly oblique slip, comprising reverse dip-slip with considerable 220 
strike-slip components. 221 
 In summary, we classify the earthquakes into four broad categories based on the 222 
faulting regimes. These include (i) shallow crustal reverse-faulting events, (ii) 223 
subduction-interface events, (iii) strike-slip events, and (iv) normal-faulting events. We 224 
exclude a few events with hypocenters deeper than 30 km that are not located at 225 
subduction-interface. These include the 2005 MW~7.2 Honshu, Japan earthquake, the 226 
2006 Pingtung, Taiwan (doublet, MW~6.9 and MW~6.8) earthquakes (Yen et al., 2008), 227 
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the 2009 MW~7.6 Padang, Indonesia earthquake, the 2011 MW~7.4 Kermadec Islands, New 228 
Zealand earthquake, and the 2012 MW~7.6 Samar, Philippines earthquake. Additionally, 229 
we remove three single fault-segment models but retain one model with multiple fault-230 
segments for the 2012 MW~8.6 Sumatra earthquake in view of the rupture complexity of 231 
this strike-slip event. In total, our analysis uses 253 rupture models of 133 earthquakes, 232 
which include (i) 15 shallow crustal reverse-faulting events with 35 models, (ii) 49 233 
subduction-interface events with 101 models, (iii), 40 strike-slip events with 75 models, 234 
and (iv) 23 normal-faulting events with 29 models (Table S1 in the Electronic 235 
Supplement).  236 
 237 
Data Processing  238 
Because earthquake-source inversions a priori define the fault plane to estimate 239 
the kinematic rupture process, they may overestimate the size of the rupture plane, 240 
leading to regions of low (or zero) slips at the fault edges (Somerville et al., 1999; Mai 241 
and Beroza, 2000). Some inversion procedures include an iterative reduction of the fault 242 
plane to an optimal size, or use waveform data to constrain the rupture extents (e.g., 243 
Henry et al., 2000). Different approaches and data (e.g., aftershocks catalogue) to 244 
estimate the initial fault-plane size result in intra-event variability of the rupture 245 
dimensions. Hence, the originally defined rupture size could be adequate, overestimated, 246 
or even underestimated.  247 
Therefore, it is necessary to implement a consistent measure of rupture 248 
dimensions based on the slip distributions. Somerville et al. (1999) trimmed slip models 249 
by removing rows/columns if their average slip is less than 0.3 times the overall average 250 
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slip. Mai and Beroza (2000) introduced the concept of effective source dimensions based 251 
on the autocorrelation width of the spatially variable slip. Thingbaijam and Mai (2016) 252 
extended this approach by applying constraints of sub-fault size (spatial grid-spacing), 253 
locations of large-slip asperities (u ≥ ⅓ umax, Mai et al., 2005), and if present, surface 254 
ruptures.  255 
In this study, we trim each rupture model to its effective source dimension 256 
following Thingbaijam and Mai (2016). Note that slip distributions are expected to taper 257 
(to zero or low slip values) at their rupture terminations due to regions of increased 258 
frictional strength (Scholz, 2002; Manighetti et al., 2005). In this context, the 259 
autocorrelation width captures the spatial extent of the slip distribution that is consistent 260 
with slip tapering and hence the dynamic rupture process. However, we do note that there 261 
are exceptions to moderate-to-low absolute slip at the rupture edges. These exceptions 262 
include surface rupturing, and rupture edges at fault-intersections. Therefore, the 263 
locations of slip asperities and evidence of surface ruptures are crucial in deciding the 264 
effective rupture size.  265 
 266 
Regression Analysis 267 
We investigate earthquake source-scaling laws that correlate parameters of 268 
rupture geometry such as rupture width W, length L, area A (= W L), average slip D, and 269 
seismic moment M0. The scaling relationships are generally linear in double-logarithmic 270 
space, for the entire range of the data or only parts of it, in the form 271 
 272 
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               𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑦) = 𝑏 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑥) + 𝑎                           (2) 273 
 274 
This functional form is simple and well established. In case of moment magnitude MW 275 
(which we adopt in the present study), the functional form is log-linear, which is easily 276 
understood from the relationship between MW and M0 (Hanks and Kanamori, 1979), 277 
 278 
         𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑀0) = 1.5𝑀𝑊 + 9.05                                      (3) 279 
 280 
where M0 is in Nm. To develop empirical laws, the slope and intercept (b and a in Eq. 2) 281 
are estimated by regression on the data.  282 
Most studies adopt ordinary least squares (OLS) regression to derive the scaling 283 
relationships (e.g., Wells and Coppersmith, 1994; Strasser et al., 2010; Leonard, 2010). 284 
OLS assumes negligible uncertainty of the independent variable compared to the 285 
dependent variable. Later we show that this assumption does not hold. To account for 286 
possible measurement errors, Blaser et al. (2010) and Rodríguez-Pérez and Ottemöller 287 
(2013) applied orthogonal regression (OR). Previously, Stock and Smith (2000) used a 288 
generalized version of the OR-method. Thingbaijam and Mai (2016) also employed the 289 
OR-technique to relate magnitude and rupture area. In the present study, we use general 290 
orthogonal regression (GOR) technique to derive the relationships to fully consider 291 
measurement errors in the analysis. 292 
General orthogonal regression (Fuller, 1987; Carroll and Ruppert, 1996; 293 
Castellaro et al., 2006) minimizes the weighted orthogonal distances of the data points to 294 
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the regression line, instead of only the vertical distances, and yields a relationship that is 295 
interchangeable such that y = f(x) and x = f(y). It assumes that the variables are linearly 296 
related (i.e., applicability of linear model), and that errors of the variables are 297 
independent and normally distributed. The slope b in the linear relation (Eq. 2) is then 298 










                             (4) 301 
 302 
where x2, y2 and xy2 denote the sample variance of x, variance of y, and covariance 303 
between x and y, respectively. When the error variance ratio of the variables, η (=y2/x2), 304 
is equal to 1, Eq. (4) corresponds to orthogonal regression. Based on the estimated slope, 305 
the intercept parameter is calculated as, 306 
 307 
                                         𝑎 = ?̅? − 𝑏?̅?      (5) 308 
 309 
where ?̅? and ?̅? are the average values of x and y. 310 
Currently, the available data on earthquake source parameters, specifically for 311 
multiple intra-event rupture models, are not sufficient for reliable (empirical) analysis of 312 
measurement errors. However, we take a different perspective on this problem with 313 
respect to previous studies when evaluating source parameters independently, for 314 
instance, earthquake magnitude, surface rupture length, surface displacement (Bonila et 315 
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al., 1984; Wells and Coppersmith, 1994) by relating this problem back to the 316 
computation of seismic moment. Following Aki (1966), the fundamental equation is 317 
given by  318 
 319 
                          𝑀0 = 𝜇 𝐴 𝐷       (6) 320 
 321 
where µ is crustal rigidity (usually assumed constant and typically µ = 3.3 x 1010 Nm-2). It 322 
implies that the error variances of A and D control that of MW (see also Eq. 3). We can 323 
therefore express the error variance of moment magnitude in terms of the error variances 324 
of log10 A and log10 D (denoted by 𝜎log10 𝐴
2  and 𝜎log10 𝐷
2 ) as 325 
 326 
                                     𝜎𝑀𝑤




2 +  𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝐷
2 )    (7) 327 
 328 
Similarly, the error variance of log10 A can be expressed as 329 
 330 
                                     𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝐴
2 =  𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝐿
2 +  𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝑊
2                      (8) 331 
 332 
We hypothesize that the measurement errors of L, W and D are independent and 333 
identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables, affected by the above described 334 
parameterization and modeling assumptions that govern source-inversion uncertainties. 335 
We note that published empirical relationships predicting log10 A and log10 D from MW 336 
have comparable standard errors (e.g., Mai and Beroza, 2000; Goda et al., 2016), 337 
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similarly for relationships that predict log10 L and log10 W from MW. Therefore, we assume 338 
that the error variances of log10 A and log10 D are comparable.  339 
To realize first-order estimates of error-variance ratios, we consider that error 340 
variances of log10 L and log10 W are of the same order. Such an assumption is usually 341 
adopted if parameters have been computed by the same method with unknown 342 
measurement errors. We note that source inversions of geodetic data or near-source 343 
waveforms are associated with limited resolution of slip at depth (e.g., Page et al., 2009; 344 
Zhou et al., 2004) that may lead to larger uncertainty of W (compared to that of L). 345 
However, our database includes a larger number of source models from teleseismic and 346 
joint inversions, as well as multiple source models for many events, justifying our 347 
assumption. Thus, combing Eqs. (7) and (8), we obtain  348 
 349 








2   ~  
9
16
   (9)  350 
 351 
Consequently, the total measurement error of MW is larger than and independent of those 352 
of L, W and D if these physical parameters are individually considered. 353 
Note that the actual datasets are likely to have error-variance ratios somewhat 354 
different from these estimates due to factors like data sampling, inherent data scatter 355 
(aleatoric) and heteroscedasticity (variable η for different data-points). Furthermore, 356 
orthogonal regressions may yield scaling relationships that do not exactly correlate the 357 
scaling of L and W to that of A. Such inconsistency would be marginal, but can be 358 
avoided by computing the scaling relationship of A from those of W and L, instead of 359 
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direct regression (e.g., Blaser et al., 2010). Given these factors, it is necessary to confirm 360 
if the first-order theoretical estimates of error variance ratio are appropriately chosen.  361 
To do so, we use synthetic tests. We generate test datasets considering slopes 362 
equal to 0.4 and 0.6 for MW – log10 W and MW – log10 L for uniformly distributed MW 363 
values. The choice of these slope values is motivated considering previously published 364 
scaling relations (e.g., Mai and Beroza, 2000; Leonard 2010). Then, we apply normally 365 
distributed random errors adjusted to achieve the desired error variance ratio. 366 
As depicted in Figure 3, we consider four cases: (1) error variances according to 367 
the theoretical estimates (Eq. 9), (2) smaller error for both log10 W and log10 L compared 368 
to the theoretical estimates (𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝑊
2 𝜎𝑀𝑤
2⁄ = 0.09, and 𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝐿
2 𝜎𝑀𝑤
2⁄ = 0.09), (3) larger 369 
error for log10 W and smaller one with log10 L than the theoretical estimates 370 
(𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝑊
2 𝜎𝑀𝑤
2⁄ = 0.90, and 𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝐿
2 𝜎𝑀𝑤
2⁄ = 0.09), and (4) larger error for both log10 W and 371 
log10 L compared to the theoretical estimates (𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝑊
2 𝜎𝑀𝑤
2⁄ = 0.90, and 𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝐿
2 𝜎𝑀𝑤
2⁄ = 372 
0.90). The error variance of MW is fixed in all these cases. Since the data are limited in 373 
practice, we generate only 30 pairs of data-points each time, and apply GOR using the 374 
theoretical estimates of η. Figure 3 shows that the distributions of the estimated slope b 375 
have comparable scatter in all four cases. Overall, the distributions exhibit marginal shifts 376 
of the peak (highest probability) from the actual values, although these shifts do not 377 
statistically impact the scaling behavior implied by the slope b. Thus, we conclude that 378 
the theoretical estimates of η are practical and adequate for the regression analysis.  379 
To analyze the present dataset, we first develop the scaling relationships between 380 
MW and log10 W, and between MW and log10 L. Then we apply these relationships using 381 
the definition of seismic moment (Eqs. 3 and 6) in the regressions to develop the 382 
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remaining scaling laws. This approach is similar to Leonard (2010), however we avoid 383 
prior assumptions on the scaling coefficients and/or fault-aspect ratio (L/W). During the 384 
regression, we estimate the errors (standard deviations) for the scaling coefficients using 385 
the delete-one jack-knife technique (Efron, 1982).  386 
We also validate the developed linear models by testing for normality of the 387 
residuals, using the Lilliefors test (Lilliefors, 1967) and the Shapiro-Wilk test (Shapiro 388 
and Wilk, 1965). The Lilliefors test evaluates the statistical significance based on the 389 
maximum discrepancy between the empirical cumulative distribution and normal 390 
cumulative distribution to reject the null hypothesis (i.e., normally distributed data). The 391 
Shapiro-Wilk test applies a frequency measure based on normal scores (Ghasemi and 392 
Zahediasl, 2012). In both tests, we consider a significance level of 0.05. The null 393 
hypothesis is rejected if the test statistics results in h =1, otherwise it is not rejected. On 394 
the other hand, if p (or p-value) is larger than the significance level, the null hypothesis is 395 
not rejected. 396 
 397 
Empirical Scaling Laws for Rupture Dimensions 398 
To put our new empirical scaling laws in context, let us first discuss a few widely 399 
accepted concepts of earthquake source scaling. An often cited scaling behavior is that of 400 
self-similarity, which implies that any change in M0 requires proportional changes in W, 401 
L, and D (Kanamori and Anderson, 1975). Accordingly, the relations between fault 402 
parameters and seismic moment (moment magnitude) take on the form 𝐿 ∝ 𝑀0
1 3⁄
, 𝑊 ∝403 
𝑀0
1 3⁄
, 𝐷 ∝ 𝑀0
1 3⁄
, and 𝐴 ∝ 𝑀0
2 3⁄
. This scaling behavior assumes constant fault-aspect 404 
ratio (L/W), and is associated with scale-invariant stress-drop. 405 
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Regardless of whether stress-drop is scale-invariant or not, the 𝐴 ∝ 𝑀0
2 3⁄
 scaling 406 
has been observed to be consistent with empirical scaling relationships (Wells and 407 
Coppersmith, 1994; Somerville et al., 1999; Hanks and Bakun, 2002; Murotani et al., 408 
2008; Leonard, 2010; Skarlatoudis et al., 2016).  On the other hand, several studies 409 
reported that L grows faster with increasing magnitude (MW>6) compared to the growth 410 
of W (e.g., Mai and Beroza, 2000; Henry and Das, 2001; Papazachos et al., 2004; Blaser 411 
et al., 2010; Leonard, 2010).  412 
For very large strike-slip earthquakes occurring on quasi-vertical faults, the 413 
seismogenic depth restricts the growth of W. Depending on whether D is controlled by L 414 
or W, the two different paradigms of the L-model and the W-model have been debated. 415 
The L-model proposes that D scales with L. In contrast, in the W-model, D is independent 416 
of L (Scholz, 1982, 1994). The L-model exhibits 𝑀0 ∝ 𝐿
2 (or 𝑀𝑊 ∝  𝐿
4/3) scaling, and is 417 
supported by empirical evidences (e.g., Pegler and Das, 1996). On the other hand, the W-418 
model agrees with dislocation theory and shows 𝑀0 ∝ 𝐿 (or 𝑀𝑊 ∝  𝐿
1.5) scaling once W 419 
is bounded by the finite seismogenic depth of the crust (Romanowicz, 1992; 420 
Romanowicz and Ruff, 2002). It also has been suggested that the average slip could be 421 
between these two end-member models (Bodin and Brune, 1996; Blaser et al., 2010; 422 
Leonard, 2010). King and Wesnousky (2007) proposed that constant stress-drop scaling 423 
for strike-slip earthquakes could be realized if coseismic slip occurs below the 424 
seismogenic zone. Recent physical and theoretical models explored this hypothesis (e.g., 425 
Shaw and Wesnousky, 2008; Shaw, 2009; Jiang and Lapusta, 2016). 426 
In the present study, we do not apply any theoretical constraints a priori on the 427 
regression analysis, but we relate to them when discussing the empirical scaling laws. In 428 
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the following sub-sections, we describe the empirical scaling laws for W, L, and A for the 429 
different faulting regimes. Table 1 lists the scaling coefficients between MW and log10 W, 430 
log10 L and log10 A given by the regressions. We also compare our results with 431 
independent datasets of previous studies. Additionally, we examine the scaling properties 432 
of fault-segment dimensions for multi-segment rupture models.  433 
 434 
Magnitude versus Rupture Width 435 
Strike-slip events on quasi-vertical faults are strongly affected by the finite width 436 
of the seismogenic layer. However, the thickness of the seismogenic layer varies from 437 
continental to oceanic crust, across back-arc and fore-arc regions along subduction zones, 438 
and even along major strike-slip faults as these cross different geological-tectonic units. 439 
We first investigate linear and bilinear relationships of MW versus log10 L considering 440 
only continental strike-slip events, taking into account the scaling of W (see Appendix-441 
A). We note that the scatter in the data does not allow for a clear discrimination between 442 
linear and bilinear relationships for MW versus log10 L (Figs. A1 and A2). However, we 443 
find that W grows gradually with increasing MW, and does not saturate as expected from 444 
the W-model. This finding supports a linear relationship, rather then a bilinear one. 445 
Therefore, we apply linear relationships to describe the source-scaling properties of 446 
strike-slip earthquakes. 447 
Figure 4 plots the regression analyses of log10 W against MW for the different 448 
faulting regimes (see Figure S1 for separate plots for each faulting regime). Statistical 449 
tests do not reject normally distributed residuals (Figure S2). We observe that there are 450 
systematic deviations from self-similar scaling in the growth of W with increasing MW 451 
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amongst the different faulting regimes, with slow to rapid W-increase from strike-slip, 452 
normal-faulting, subduction-interface, and crustal reverse-faulting events. In fact, the 453 
relationship for shallow crustal reverse-faulting events is close to self-similar scaling 454 
(with slope ~ 0.44).  455 
Compared to other faulting regimes, subduction-interface events are associated 456 
with much larger W for a given MW. Normal-faulting and strike-slip earthquakes (in this 457 
order) have larger W than the crustal reverse-faulting earthquakes for lower magnitudes, 458 
but smaller W for larger magnitudes. This transition of regimes comes at MW~6.5 and 459 
MW~7.2 for strike-slip and normal slip events, respectively, relating to the differences in 460 
the slope of the scaling relationships: 0.44 (reverse-faulting), 0.32 (normal faulting), and 461 
0.26 (strike-slip). 462 
An important question is whether rupture models for mega-thrust events (MW > 463 
8.5) saturate in W (owing to finite down-dip seismogenic width). Several lines of 464 
arguments can be made to address this issue. Firstly, we have very few events (only four) 465 
in this magnitude range, although a median estimate of W ~ 200 km is consistent. Similar 466 
median values across a narrow range of magnitude are not unusual, considering the 467 
inherent uncertainties of W estimates. Secondly, compared to the global distribution of 468 
average seismogenic depth (Herrendörfer et al., 2015), these estimates of W are within 469 
the bounds of the down-dip seismogenic depth, except for the 2011 Tohoku earthquake. 470 
In addition, the fault-dip and down-dip seismogenic depth vary across different 471 
seismotectonic regions (Pacheco et al., 1993; Llenos and McGuire, 2007). Thirdly, 472 
earthquake ruptures have been observed to extend down-dip into the aseismic regions. 473 
Hence, W may not be constrained by the seismogenic depth only (e.g., Kanamori and 474 
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McNally, 1982; Strasser et al., 2010; Jiang and Lapusta, 2016). Based on these factors, 475 
we conclude that a width saturation of mega-thrust earthquakes is currently not evident, 476 
specifically at the global scale, although it may occur in specific subduction zones (even 477 
at segments of subduction zone). Previously, Skarlatoudis et al. (2016) arrived at a 478 
similar conclusion. 479 
 480 
Magnitude versus Rupture Length  481 
Figure 5 depicts the regression analysis between MW and log10 L for different 482 
faulting regimes. In Figure S3, we provide separate plots for each faulting regime. 483 
Statistical tests support normally distributed residuals (Figure S4). The linear 484 
relationships for crustal reverse-faulting events and subduction-interface events have 485 
similar slopes (b ~ 0.6) that are inconsistent with self-similar scaling.  486 
Our scaling relationship for subduction-interface events is more consistent with 487 
very long rupture (~1000 km) associated with the MW~9.1 2004 Sumatra earthquake, 488 
compared to rupture length (~350 km) associated with the 2011 MW~9.0 Tohoku 489 
earthquake (although the regression analysis include both). However, the Tohoku 490 
earthquake has been associated with exceptionally complicated rupture processes, with 491 
possible repeated rupturing of asperities (e.g., Lee et al., 2011; Galvez et al., 2016).  492 
Interestingly, the scaling of L for normal-faulting events supports self-similar 493 
scaling. This observation is statistically consistent even when excluding outer-rise and 494 
inslab events. Our analysis leads us to speculate that self-similar scaling occurs at smaller 495 
magnitudes (MW<5.5) for strike-slip, normal-faulting and reverse-faulting earthquakes. 496 
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Such convergence to self-similar scaling could occur at MW < 7.0 for the subduction-497 
interface earthquakes.  498 
With slope ~0.7 in the scaling relationship (close to that implied by the L-model), 499 
we find that length L of strike-slip events grows much faster with MW compared to other 500 
faulting regimes (Figure 5). The scaling relationship developed using all strikes-slip 501 
events (Figure 4) does not show statistically significant differences from that obtained 502 
using only the continental events (Figures A1 and A2).  Additionally, the 2012 MW ~8.7 503 
Sumatra earthquake had a very complex rupture mechanism, which consists of multiple 504 
individual ruptures (Yue et al., 2012). However, exclusion of this outlier event does not 505 
significantly impact the regressions.  506 
 507 
Magnitude versus Rupture Area 508 
Although the scaling of W and L with respect to MW often deviates from self-509 
similar scaling, the scaling of A is overall statistically consistent with self-similarity, 510 
except for normal-faulting earthquakes (Figures 6, S5 and S6). Generally, the growth of 511 
W with increasing MW is slower than predicted by self-similar scaling, which however is 512 
compensated by a more rapid growth of L with increasing MW, leading in combination to 513 
self-similar scaling. However, this is not the case for normal-faulting events, which show 514 
self-similar scaling of L but not of W. 515 
 For a given magnitude, subduction-interface earthquakes generally occupy the 516 
largest rupture area, while shallow crustal reverse-faulting earthquakes are the smallest. 517 
The scaling relationships also predict that strike-slip and normal-faulting events with 518 
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larger magnitudes (MW>7.5) occupy a rupture area that is comparable (or smaller) than 519 
that of shallow crustal reverse-faulting events. 520 
 521 
Scaling of Average Slip 522 
Let us examine how D relates with W, L, A, and MW. The scaling coefficients 523 
obtained from the GOR analysis are given in Table 2. The correlations (indicated by the 524 
correlation coefficient) are poor between log10 W and log10 D, except for shallow crustal 525 
reverse-faulting events, but are somewhat higher between log10 L and log10 D (see Figs. 526 
S7 and S8 in the electronic supplement). As shown in Figure 7, the relationships between 527 
log10 A and log10 D generally agree with self-similar scaling of A, and are consistent with 528 
the definition of M0 such that 𝐷 ∝ 𝐴0.5. However, normal-faulting events tend to deviate 529 
from self-similar scaling. Thus, for a specific faulting regime, the scaling of D with A can 530 
be identified with how A scales with MW.  531 
 Likewise, the regressions between MW and log10 D are statistically consistent 532 
with self-similar scaling with slope b ~0.5, except for the normal-faulting events (see 533 
Figure S9 in the electronic supplement). We note that the average slip associated with the 534 
2011 Tohoku earthquake was exceptionally large. In general, the scatter associated with 535 
the scaling of D (either with respect to A or MW) suggests possible variability of stress-536 
drop within each faulting regime.  537 
 538 
Comparisons with Independent Dataset and Previous studies 539 
To evaluate our new empirical scaling laws against independent data, we use the 540 
compilation by Blaser et al. (2010) whose original data sources are Wells and 541 
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Coppersmith (1994), Geller (1976), Scholz (1982), Mai and Beroza (2000), Konstantinou 542 
et al. (2005), and several other authors. To completely decouple it from the present 543 
database, we exclude the data used by Mai and Beroza (2000). We also exclude the data 544 
for events prior to 1964 for which we consider the source-parameter estimates to be much 545 
less accurate (e.g., Blaser et al., 2010). Instead of conducting additional regressions with 546 
this alternative dataset, we calculate residuals (difference between actual and predicted 547 
value) by applying our empirical scaling relationships to this dataset.  548 
Figure 8 shows the distributions of residuals with respect to magnitude. For MW 549 
versus log10 L, the scaling relationships agree reasonably well with the dataset (indicated 550 
by the mean trend close to 0), except for subduction-interface events with mostly 551 
negative residuals (Fig. 8a). In case of MW versus log10 W, our scaling laws generally 552 
predict larger W. The residuals are negatively biased for strike-slip earthquakes and 553 
strongly for subduction-interface and normal-faulting events (Fig. 8b).  554 
Our analysis of residuals suggests that aftershock maps generally produce smaller 555 
W compared to the source inversions. This difference is remarkable for subduction-556 
interface and normal-faulting events, especially for those located in the oceanic crust. 557 
Taking into account the aspects of data quality and inherent statistical scatter, we 558 
conclude that our new empirical scaling laws are compatible with the independent dataset 559 
of Blaser et al. (2010).  560 
For reverse-faulting shallow crustal events, the present study generally agrees 561 
with previous ones in predicting W, L and A from magnitude (Table S2, Figure S10). 562 
However, we do not corroborate the scaling coefficients for W (specifically, slope) given 563 
by Wells and Coppersmith (1994) and Leonard (2010). Furthermore, the new scaling 564 
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laws predict shorter L compared to these studies, including Blaser et al. (2010), but 565 
longer L for a given magnitude compared to Mai and Beroza (2000). Nevertheless, the 566 
scaling of A is consistent with self-similar scaling (Somerville et al., 1999; Thingbaijam 567 
and Mai, 2016). 568 
Likewise, for subduction-interface events the comparison with previous studies 569 
reveals an interesting pattern with more recent studies revealing longer W and L (Table 570 
S3, Figure S11).  In this respect, our new scaling relationships are close to those given by 571 
Goda et al. (2016), and Skarlatoudis et al. (2016). However, our scaling relationship 572 
between MW and log10 W for subduction-interface events overall differs from the previous 573 
studies. The scaling of L compares well with Leonard (2010), but predicts longer L 574 
compared to Strasser et al. (2010) and Blaser et al. (2010). Considering scaling 575 
relationships of A and W with respect to MW (Skarlatoudis et al., 2016), we find that their 576 
scaling relationship for L approximates the L-model (MW–log10 L scaling with slope~0.7), 577 
different to this study. The present study also corroborates self-similar scaling for A for 578 
the subduction-interface events (e.g., Murotani et al., 2013; Thingbaijam and Mai, 2016; 579 
Skarlatoudis et al., 2016). 580 
For normal-faulting events, the new scaling coefficients suggest longer W, and 581 
consequently larger A, compared to previous studies (Table S4, Figure S12). As the 582 
scaling relationship given by Blaser et al. (2010) predicts longer L for a given magnitude, 583 
we find that it predicts A similar to the new relationship, especially at larger magnitudes 584 
(MW>6.5). We note that the scaling relationships between MW and A deviate from the self-585 
similar one, and can be attributed to slower growth of W with increasing MW.    586 
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Regarding strike-slip events, for given magnitude the new empirical scaling laws 587 
predict larger W than previous studies (Table S5, Figure S13). However, there is a 588 
general agreement in the prediction of L with Wells and Coppersmith (1994) and Blaser 589 
et al. (2010). The empirical scaling law for L is inclined towards the L-model, and hence 590 
differs from Mai and Beroza (2000) and Leonard (2010). Our relations also differ from 591 
those of Hanks and Bakun (2002, 2008) – although the authors adopted L-model scaling 592 
– as we find that the scaling of A is not strongly affected by the finite seismogenic depth. 593 
In our finding, the growth of L is more rapid, but that of W is restricted (but not saturated) 594 
with the increasing MW.  595 
The differences between our current study and the work of Mai and Beroza 596 
(2000) can be explained considering the computation of effective source dimensions. Mai 597 
and Beroza (2000) computed the effective source dimensions based on the 598 
autocorrelation widths of the along-strike- and down-dip averaged slip distribution. Here, 599 
we apply adjustments to the autocorrelation width following Thingbaijam and Mai 600 
(2016), which provide larger source dimensions. Additionally, the data used in the 601 
present study significantly differs from Mai and Beroza (2000) in terms of magnitude 602 
coverage and number of events. 603 
To further compare with previous studies, not only the use of different datasets 604 
needs to be accounted for, but also the regression techniques (including possible 605 
constraints on the slope). The different regression techniques treat the errors-with-606 
variables either implicitly or explicitly (as discussed previously), however, whether or not 607 
the estimated coefficients agree or differ statistically would depend largely on the data 608 
scatter. For instance, Goda et al. (2016) obtained scaling coefficients using linear 609 
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regressions different from the present study based on GOR, although they used almost the 610 
same dataset. Hence, these differences are due to the applied regression techniques.  611 
In this context, we make a brief note on the regression techniques. GOR generally 612 
provides a larger slope compared to ordinary least squares regression, depending on the 613 
error variance ratio between two variables. For significantly smaller measurement errors 614 
of x (compared to those of y), the slopes estimated by the two techniques could be 615 
comparable. However, in the present analyses, measurement errors of x (i.e., MW) are 616 
larger than those of y (i.e., log10 W or log10 L, as explained in Section Regression 617 
Analysis). Nevertheless, a key factor in the contrasts between different regression 618 
techniques would be wide data scatter. Narrowly scattered data would produce similar 619 
regressions, irrespective of the applied techniques. 620 
Similarly, our source-scaling relationships for strike-slip events deviate from that 621 
of Blaser et al. (2010), possibly due to differences in the regression technique and/or the 622 
absence of very-large events in their database. They applied orthogonal regression that 623 
assumes a unit error-variance ratio of both variables (e.g., MW and log10 L). However, the 624 
definition of MW implies that the measurement errors of MW are larger than those for log10 625 
L (or log10 W), and hence the error-variance ratio is not unity. Thingbaijam and Mai 626 
(2016) also used orthogonal regressions, but for regressions between log10 M0 and log10 627 
A. In this regard, the present scaling laws supersede our previous ones. Nevertheless, 628 
these differences do not affect the key results of Thingbaijam and Mai (2016) that 629 
earthquake-slip distributions following a truncated-exponential law.  630 
A closer agreement of our scaling relations with the ones given by Strasser et al. 631 
(2010) could be due to more similar dataset, as they include rupture models from a 632 
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previous version of the SRCMOD database. We also note that Blaser et al. (2010) and 633 
Leonard (2010) did not differentiate reverse-faulting events from shallow crustal and 634 
subduction-interface events, but considered them as a single category. We attribute this 635 
similarity in source-scaling coefficients (between shallow crustal and subduction-636 
interface events) to their datasets.  637 
 638 
Impact of Data used for Source-Inversions 639 
 Different kinds of data and methods have been used in finite-fault source 640 
inversions to generate the rupture models that eventually form the dataset used in our 641 
study. Therefore, we examine how this affects model resolution and consequently the 642 
effective source dimensions. Geodetic data (GPS and InSAR observations) are known to 643 
have limited sensitivity to slip on the deeper parts of the faults (e.g., Page et al., 2009). 644 
Similar limitations apply to near-field strong-motion data (e.g., Zhou et al. 2004). 645 
Teleseismic recordings allow constraining the overall rupture properties at larger scales, 646 
but are poor in resolving the temporal details. Strong-motion data help resolve the finer 647 
details of the rupture process, but their spatial distribution strongly affects the inversion 648 
results. Joint inversion (e.g., combination of seismic and geodetic data) produces robust 649 
rupture models, but often degrades the data fits for the individual datasets. These effects 650 
on the rupture models require further evaluation, specifically in terms of possible bias 651 
introduced by any of the source-inversion aspects.  652 
Figure 9 displays box-plots that depict the distributions of the differences between 653 
parameter values (log10 W and log10 L) predicted by our empirical scaling laws and those 654 
given by a specific rupture model.  The rupture models are grouped according to four 655 
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broad data categories used in source inversions – strong-motion data, teleseismic 656 
recordings, geodetic data (including tsunami data), and joint (combination of seismic and 657 
geodetic data). Unlike the regression analyses, we perform this assessment on each 658 
rupture model even if multiple source models exist for the same earthquake. Thus, the 659 
box-plots capture both inter- and intra-event variability of the rupture models with respect 660 
to the empirical scaling laws. For the empirical scaling laws, we anticipate that the inter-661 
event and intra-event variability are comparable in predicting the parameters required for 662 
seismic hazard analysis. This conjecture is well attested by the observed intra-event 663 
variability (Figures 5, 6, and 7, see also Gomberg et al., 2016), and from the exercises of 664 
the source inversion validation project (Mai et al., 2016).  665 
 Figure 9 shows that the variability in estimates of log10 W and/or log10 L – 666 
considering the entire range of the distribution (described by the box-plots) - increases 667 
with the number of rupture models, and typically does not depend on the data used for the 668 
inversions. Furthermore, the distributions between the first and third quartiles (i.e., 50% 669 
of the data) generally overlap each other, indicating that statistically the different data 670 
sets used in the inversions do not strongly affect the inferred source-scaling properties. 671 
However, this observation does not hold for the geodetic inversions (of strike-slip 672 
events), which provide smaller W compared to the seismic and joint inversions. 673 
Nevertheless, with only six geodetic inversions (out of a total of 75 rupture models) for 674 
the strike-slip events, the empirical scaling laws are hardly affected. 675 
 676 
Scaling of Oblique-slip Events  677 
When considering the dominant faulting types to classify the earthquake 678 
mechanism, the presence of oblique-slip components is in many cases neglected. Here, 679 
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we examine three exceptional oblique-slip events that were excluded from the regression 680 
analyses in terms of how the fit into the derived scaling relations (Fig. 10). The 2008 681 
Wenchuan earthquake occurred on a thrust fault, initiated as reverse-faulting rupture, but 682 
progressively transitioned into a strike-slip mode (Yagi et al., 2012; Fielding et al., 683 
2013). The estimated rupture dimensions of this event, especially L, follow the scaling 684 
laws of strike-slip events. On the other hand, the estimated length L of the 1989 Loma 685 
Prieta earthquake agrees with the scaling relationships for reverse-faulting events, while 686 
the estimated W agrees more with strike-slip events than reverse-faulting ones. The 1978 687 
Tabas earthquake, although classified as a thrust-faulting earthquake (Hartzell and 688 
Mendoza, 1991), reveals a rupture length L consistent with the scaling of strike-slip 689 
events, while its rupture width W is exceptionally large and does not match with the 690 
scaling law. However, the estimated rupture dimensions for this event may be poorly 691 
constrained. 692 
An ad-hoc approach to emulate the scaling of L for oblique-slip events may be to 693 
combine the scaling laws for different faulting types with appropriate weights. For 694 
instance, strike-slip scaling of L would be more appropriate if rupture grows primarily 695 
along strike, involving also strike-slip faulting, as observed during (or in) the Wenchuan 696 
earthquake. Also, in case of steep fault-dip ( ≥ 70), the scaling of W for strike-slip 697 
events would be more applicable to account for restricted growth of W (with increasing 698 
MW) due to the finite seismogenic depth. Thus, we find that the source-scaling laws for 699 
the dominant faulting types can be used to describe the source parameters of oblique-slip 700 
events.   701 
 702 
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Scaling of Fault-segments  703 
Large earthquakes, especially those on strike-slip faults, are typically associated 704 
with along-strike rupturing of multiple fault-segments. The characteristics of fault-705 
segments play an important role for rupture propagation and arrest, slip distributions and 706 
source-scaling properties (Manighetti et al., 2005, 2007; Wesnousky, 2006, 2008; Kase, 707 
2010; Wesnousky and Biasi, 2011; Carpenter et al., 2012). Here, we analyze the rupture 708 
models for the scaling behavior of their along-strike fault-segments in terms of 709 
relationships between segment-specific width WS, length LS, area AS, and moment 710 
magnitude MW
S, calculated for each fault-segment individually.  711 
The bulk of rupture models with along-strike segmentation belongs to strike-slip 712 
regimes, with 14 events (out of which 13 are continental events). For other faulting 713 
regimes, the models available comprise only three reverse-faulting events, a subduction-714 
interface event, and three normal slip events (two of which occurred at depth>50 km). 715 
Owing to the data availability, we focus on the continental strike-slip events. As such, 716 
along-strike fault segmentation is far more common with strike-slip events compared to 717 
other faulting regimes.  718 
 Figure 11 illustrates an example for the computation of source parameters specific 719 
to each fault-segment. Note that we compute effective source dimensions for each fault-720 
segment in the same manner as for single-segment rupture models. As discussed 721 
previously, the slip distributions generally taper to zero (or very low slip values) at the 722 
fault edges. For multi-segment faults, this slip-tapering behavior can be expected at fault-723 
segments associated with rupture terminations. Therefore, we classify the fault-segment 724 
into two groups: exterior (associated with rupture terminations) and interior ones.   725 
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Furthermore, we avoid direct regressions (due to the small sample size), and apply 726 
both empirical and theoretical constraints on the slope to avoid bias also due to multiple 727 
rupture models for the same events. Therefore, we investigate whether the relationships 728 
for fault-segment based source parameters are consistent with those for the entire rupture 729 
(that is, combining all fault-segments), or whether they conform to either self-similar 730 
scaling or W-model scaling. 731 
Figure 12 shows that the relationships between MW
S
 and W
S are very similar to the 732 
scaling relationship for the overall rupture width. However, we observe that WS tends to 733 
saturate for larger magnitudes (MW
S>7.0). On the other hand, the scaling of LS with 734 
respect to MW
S indicates that fault-segments have significantly shorter rupture length (LS) 735 
for a given moment magnitude compared to that given by the scaling law for overall 736 
rupture length. Furthermore, for the same MW
S, exterior fault-segments show larger LS 737 
than the interior ones, consistent with slip-tapering behavior at the rupture terminations. 738 
However, we find that the scaling of LS with MW
S for the interior fault-segments is 739 
consistent with the W-model scaling (slope ~1.0; Leonard, 2010), in agreement with the 740 
saturation of WS.  741 
Therefore, the scaling behavior is better explained by relationships between MW
S 742 
and log10 A
S. The entire rupture-area, for a given magnitude (i.e., MW = MW
S), is ~1.8 743 
times larger than the exterior fault-segment area (for the same magnitude), and ~3.1 times 744 
larger than the interior fault-segment area (for the same magnitude). Thus, fault-segments 745 
(both exterior and interior) accommodate significantly larger average slips per segment-746 
length, and consequently also over the segment-area, compared to the total average slip 747 
over the entire fault.  One possible explanation for this observation is that segmented 748 
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faults have higher strength since joints or kinks behave as barriers, which require higher 749 
stress level to break.  750 
 751 
Discussions 752 
Next, we discuss the implications of the proposed scaling laws on earthquake 753 
mechanics, focusing on the differences of source-scaling properties and variability of 754 
average stress-drop across different faulting regimes. Additionally, we appraise the new 755 
empirical scaling laws in terms of their practical applications.  756 
 757 
Variability of Source-scaling Properties 758 
Our analysis reveals that source-scaling properties for different faulting regimes 759 
show statistically significant differences (Figs. 4, 5, and 6). These differences are 760 
exhibited through the variability of the average fault-aspect ratios (L/W), as shown in 761 
Figure 13. A power-law relationship between L and W is naturally given by the scaling of 762 
L and W with respect to MW, such that 𝐿 ∝ 𝑊𝛽 . Our observed variability in this 763 
relationship contradicts with Leonard (2010), who proposed 𝛽  ~1.5, irrespective of 764 
faulting style (except for width-saturated strike-slip events). We observe that the average 765 
power-index 𝛽  varies from 1.3 (for reverse-faulting shallow crustal events), 1.5 (for 766 
normal-faulting events) and 1.6 (for subduction-interface) to 2.6 (for strike-slip events).  767 
 A consistent observation is that L grows more rapidly than W with increasing 768 
MW. This feature is most prominent for strike-slip events. A possible physical explanation 769 
for this observation is non-uniform distribution of frictional resistance (fault strength) and 770 
stress concentrations (e.g., Rivera and Kanamori, 2002). The influence of varying fault-771 
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strength on source-scaling properties has been often discussed (e.g., Das and Scholz, 772 
1983; Strehlau, 1986; Bodin and Brune, 1996; Mai and Beroza, 2000; Shaw and Scholz, 773 
2001; Miller, 2002; Wesnousky, 2006; Lozos et al., 2015). The fault-strength tends to 774 
increase with depth, which in turn would restrict down-dip seismic slip (Das and Scholz, 775 
1983; Strehlau, 1986). On the other hand, longer ruptures are associated with along-strike 776 
zones of low fault-strength or high shear stress (Wesnousky, 2006; Lozos et al., 2015). 777 
Another argument for the differences in the scaling of fault-aspect ratio relates to 778 
the finite seismogenic depth, and hence is a manifestation of the W-model. The scaling of 779 
fault-aspect ratio correlates with average fault-dip, which is steepest for strike-slip events 780 
( ~ 70–90) and shallowest for subduction-interface events ( ~ 10–30). The impact 781 
of seismogenic depth on the scaling relationships would depend on the average fault-dip 782 
such that steeper faults are more affected. Figure 14 depicts the ratio between log10 L and 783 
log10 W (considering a power-law relationship between the two parameters) with respect 784 
to fault-dip angles. Figure S14 provides a similar plot but between log10 L/W and fault-785 
dip angles. In general, fault-aspect ratio tends to increase with earthquake magnitude. We 786 
consider only large events (MW7.0), and find an overall positive correlation between the 787 
fault-aspect ratio and fault-dip angles – for steeper faults, the aspect ratio is larger. Thus, 788 
it could be combination of these factors (favorably aligned frictional strength, and effects 789 
of finite seismogenic depth) that control the scaling of fault-aspect ratio.  790 
Apart from the differences in the fault-aspect ratio, we find that for a given 791 
magnitude the subduction-interface events show larger W than other faulting regimes 792 
(Figure 4). Obviously, subduction-interface zones tend to reach larger rupture width, 793 
possibly due to the gentle fault-dip, relatively higher tectonic stress on the fault indicated 794 
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by more frequent seismic activity (e.g., Schorlemmer et al., 2005), and the thermal and 795 
structural properties (e.g., Hyndman et al., 1995; Oleskevich et al., 1999).  796 
Another consistent observation is that empirical scaling laws between MW and A 797 
generally agree with self-similar scaling, except for normal-faulting events. As noted 798 
earlier, this scaling is consistent with the expectation from a circular shear-crack 799 
(Kanamori and Anderson, 1975; Hanks and Bakun, 2002). Most of the earlier studies 800 
combined reverse and normal dip-slip events into a single faulting regime (e.g., Mai and 801 
Beroza, 2000; Henry and Das, 2001; Leonard, 2010; Yen and Ma, 2011). Here, we 802 
differentiate between normal and reverse dip-slip earthquakes whose rupture mechanisms 803 
are distinctly different due to the acting tectonic stress regime (reverse: upward 804 
dislocation of the hanging wall associated with crustal shortening; and normal faulting: 805 
down-dip collapse of the hanging wall resulting in crustal extension). Additionally, 806 
normal-faulting earthquakes generally occur on steeper fault (~50–60) compared to 807 
reverse-faulting earthquakes (~ 40–50). Consequently, the variations in source-scaling 808 
properties between normal and reverse dip-slip earthquakes are driven by a combination 809 
of geometrical effects and acting stresses. 810 
The inhibited growth of W for normal-faulting events is not accompanied by rapid 811 
growth of L, as observed for strike-slip events. However, normal-faulting earthquakes are 812 
more often associated with listric faults (whose dip decreases with increasing depth) than 813 
other faulting regimes. In this context, either the scaling relationship for W requires 814 
correction for the down-dip geometrical complexity of the fault, or slip is negligible at 815 
the deeper parts of listric faults due to increasingly shallower fault-dip (e.g., Williams and 816 
Vann, 1987). These aspects warrant further research; however, a few recent studies of 817 
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listric faults suggest that slip is insignificant at deeper parts of the fault where fault-dip is 818 
almost horizontal (e.g., Zhang et al., 2010; Fielding et al., 2013; Jolivet et al., 2014). 819 
For strike-slip earthquakes, the expected saturation of W, and hence the proposed 820 
W-model scaling, is not observed (e.g., Scholz, 1982; Romanowicz, 1992), although a 821 
finite seismogenic depth would predict such behavior. However, there is considerable 822 
variation of seismogenic depth globally, depending on the seismotectonics of the region, 823 
which could obfuscate any W-scaling. Note also that regional variations of seismogenic 824 
depth correlate with observed maximum earthquake magnitude (Martínez-Garzón et al., 825 
2015). It has been also suggested that large strike-slip earthquakes may penetrate deeper 826 
than the seismogenic layer, albeit at lower slip-rates and with smaller moment release, 827 
driven by the particular rupture dynamics (Shaw and Scholz, 2001; Shaw and 828 
Wesnousky, 2008; Jiang and Lapusta, 2016). Therefore, W-model scaling may not be 829 
immediately apparent for a global dataset, but it may be discernable at regional scale. We 830 
will return to this aspect in the context of applicability of the scaling laws.  831 
 832 
Variability of Average Stress-drop 833 
Our observed source-scaling properties suggest that subduction-interface 834 
earthquakes are associated with lower average static stress-drop than earthquakes of other 835 
faulting regimes (especially shallow crustal reverse-faulting events). In case of strike-slip 836 
and normal-faulting events, W grows slowly but D grows faster with increasing MW, 837 
which implies that smaller magnitude events have lower stress-drop than larger 838 
earthquakes. The inferred variability of stress-drop conforms to the scaling differences 839 
between intraplate and interplate earthquakes, and also to the dependence of stress-drop 840 
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of the faulting regimes (e.g., Scholz et al., 1986; Mai and Beroza, 2000; Allmann and 841 
Shearer, 2009; Konstantinou, 2014), as for instance between shallow crustal reverse-842 
faulting (dominantly intraplate) and subduction-interface (interplate) events.  843 
To investigate scale-dependence of average stress-drop, we consider that the static 844 
stress-drop for a uniform stress-drop shear crack can be defined as, 845 
 846 
   ∆𝜎 = 𝐶𝜇
𝐷
𝐿𝑐
    (10) 847 
 848 
where LC is a characteristic length (usually the smallest dimension, hence typically W) of 849 
the earthquake, and C is a constant of order unity (Kanamori and Anderson, 1975). 850 
However, the length scales that control  for the actual rupture (also as imaged by the 851 
source-inversions) are expected to be shorter than the length or width or the entire 852 
rupture, owing to the spatially variable slip.  Therefore,  given by Eq. (10) serves as an 853 
approximation to understand source-scaling properties, but not as an accurate measure of 854 
the stress change occurring during the earthquake.  855 
Figure 15 depicts distributions of D/W over MW for the different faulting types; 856 
the quantity D/W is related to the strain change, and is regarded as a proxy for  (Eq. 857 
10). We find that for the reverse-faulting events D/W is almost independent of MW, 858 
indicating scale invariant . The figure also provides strong evidence of lower  for 859 
subduction-interface events, compared to other faulting types. At the same time, we 860 
observe an apparent increase of the stress-drop proxy with magnitude. However, this 861 
pattern could be due to paucity of data at higher magnitude (MW> 8.5). Furthermore, 862 
considerable variability exists for  across different subduction zones and even across 863 
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different segments of a subduction-interface (e.g., Seno, 2014). Thus, the scale invariance 864 
property of  for subduction-interface events cannot be concluded.  865 
We remark that Bilek and Lay (1999) observed that constant stress drop of 866 
earthquakes in subduction zones can be derived by considering depth-variability of 867 
crustal rigidity. Ripperger and Mai (2004) also discussed the effect of depth-dependent 868 
rigidity such that absolute stress-changes decrease in the uppermost low-strength part of 869 
the fault. More recently, Ye et al. (2016) considered depth-dependent rigidity in source 870 
inversions for mega-thrust events in subduction zones. They observed that  associated 871 
with subduction-interface events does not correlate with earthquake magnitude. Thus, 872 
there are complications in relating slip, stress-drop, and seismic moment, especially for 873 
near-surface rupture in subduction zones where the rigidity could be significantly small. 874 
On the other hand, a positive correlation can be observed between the stress-drop 875 
proxy and magnitude, for the normal-faulting and strike-slip events. In case of normal-876 
faulting events, this positive correlation provides strong evidence of increasing , and 877 
could be related to the restricted growth of W with MW. This inference is in line with 878 
observations of  increasing with MW made by recent studies on normal-faulting 879 
earthquakes (e.g., Calderoni et al., 2013; Konstantinou, 2014; Pacor et al., 2016).  880 
It is also important to note that the free-surface effect (when the rupture is close to 881 
the free-surface) may cause relatively large slip, especially for ruptures on near-vertical 882 
faults (Archuleta and Frazier, 1978; Brune and Anooshehpoor, 1998; Shi et al., 2003). 883 
Such cases can be accounted for using a mirror image of the slip distribution above the 884 
free surface (Steketee, 1958) in the stress-change calculations, which results in small 885 
stress differences of 1 - 2 % (Ripperger and Mai, 2004).  886 
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Based on fundamental relationship between magnitude and radiated energy, 887 
Kanamori and Riviera (2004) argued that stress drop is necessarily scale-dependent. 888 
Previously, Mai and Beroza (2000) reported that scale-dependent behavior of the average 889 
stress-drop for strike-slip events could be gleaned from a small database of rupture 890 
models. Abercrombie and Rice (2005) also observed that stress drop increases slightly 891 
with earthquake size. Mai et al. (2006) made similar observations based on dynamic 892 
rupture simulations. Likewise, Dalguer et al. (2008) studied dynamic simulations and 893 
reported that the average stress drop is independent of earthquake size for buried 894 
earthquakes, but scale dependent for surface-rupturing earthquakes. From assessment of 895 
kinematic rupture models, Causse et al. (2014) also observed that stress-drop tends to 896 
increase with magnitude. More recently, Archuleta and Ji (2016) also suggested possible 897 
weak scaling of stress-drop with earthquake magnitude. 898 
The scale-dependent  can be linked to scaling of D such that it increases with 899 
L, and therefore complies with L-model scaling. It has been suggested that large ruptures 900 
on long and narrow faults require higher stress-drop to propagate (Heaton, 1990; Mai and 901 
Beroza, 2000). Our observation of larger D, and therefore larger , within fault-902 
segments compared to single-segment rupture (Fig. 12) supports this conjecture. 903 
Dynamic rupture simulations also indicate that fault interactions (e.g., ruptures on 904 
multiple fault segments) result in higher  at each fault-segment (Kase, 2010).  905 
However, we note that if W saturates then the scaling of L becomes more consistent with 906 
the W-model, weakening the correlation between D and L.   907 
Average stress-drop is strongly connected with source scaling properties: a 908 
constant or scale-invariant  implies self-similar earthquake source scaling. Our result 909 
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of  being positively correlated with MW is consistent with observed departures from 910 
self-similar earthquake scaling. This scale-dependent behavior implies an upper limit of 911 
average stress-drop once the maximum possible magnitude is reached for a given fault 912 
system. On the other hand, the inferred variability of  across different faulting regimes 913 
may indicate corresponding differences in the slip heterogeneity (Liu-Zeng et al., 2005), 914 
the underlying fault-strength and roughness of the fault-surface (Miller, 2002; Candela et 915 
al., 2011) and the slip accumulation rate (Anderson et al., 1996). These factors may be 916 
interrelated, and are being actively investigated (e.g., Zielke et al., 2017). 917 
 918 
Applying the Scaling Laws 919 
Let us focus now on the practical aspects of empirical scaling laws. Owing to the 920 
use of general orthogonal regressions, our relationships are invariant under interchange of 921 
variables. Therefore, the same relationship can be applied to predict either of the two 922 
variables; for instance, log10 L can be predicted from MW, and likewise, MW from log10 L.  923 
In deciding a specific relationship, it is not only important to consider the 924 
underlying faulting regimes, but also the applicable data range (magnitude, length, width 925 
and area) listed in Table 1. However, for smaller magnitudes that are not well represented 926 
in the database used in this study (approximately MW < 5.5 for strike-slip, normal-faulting 927 
and reverse-faulting earthquakes, and MW < 7.0 for subduction-interface earthquakes), we 928 
suggest that self-similar scaling is applicable based on MW-log10 A (for instance, 929 
Kanamori and Anderson, 1975). 930 
We find that an important discriminating feature between shallow crustal reverse 931 
faulting events and subduction-interface events is the average fault-dip. The average 932 
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fault-dip is significantly shallower in the former faulting regime (Figs. 1 and 14). This 933 
distinction is important in deciding the pertinent scaling laws.  934 
For mega-thrust (MW > 8.5) subduction events, potential constraints of finite 935 
seismogenic depth on the down-dip rupture-width can be achieved by adopting higher 936 
confidence on the scaling relationship between MW and log10 A, thereby overruling the 937 
scaling between MW and log10 L. In the light of the remarkable 2011 Tohoku earthquake, 938 
the possibility of very high  may be considered (taking into account - subduction 939 
geometry, convergence rate, age and temperature of the subducting plate; Fry and Ma, 940 
2016). Accordingly, the scaling laws for shallow crustal reverse-faulting events or those 941 
given by Goda et al. (2016) for tsunamigenic events could be applied to predict 942 
exceptionally large MW from smaller rupture dimensions (or vice versa), in combination 943 
with those for subduction-interface events using suitable weights. 944 
For strike-slip earthquakes, the empirical relationship between MW and log10 L are 945 
more consistent with the L-model, and would allow for more conservative estimates of 946 
MW from L. However, for the regions where the distribution of seismogenic depth is well 947 
established (e.g., Nazareth and Hauksson, 2004), and the upper limit of W can be fixed, 948 
the scaling relationship between MW and log10 A can be applied. With increasing MW, the 949 
scaling of L becomes more aligned to the W-model (e.g., Leonard, 2010). This 950 
consideration also applies to the scaling of fault-segments associated with strike-slip 951 






 We developed new empirical scaling laws for earthquake-rupture geometry based 957 
on a large database of finite-fault rupture models, containing earthquake source models 958 
over a wide magnitude range (from MW 5.4 to MW 9.2). Our study provides important 959 
updates on earthquake source-scaling laws, addressing a primary concern for improving 960 
seismic-tsunami hazard analysis and engineering applications. 961 
Being empirical, the scaling laws preserve the complexities manifested by the 962 
data, and allow correspondingly for physical interpretations. We observe that rupture 963 
length grows more rapidly with magnitude compared to rupture width. On the other hand, 964 
subduction-interface earthquakes have significantly larger rupture width (and therefore 965 
rupture area), compared to other faulting regimes. On the global scale, the saturation of 966 
rupture width is not evident with large strike-slip earthquakes, but inhibited growth of 967 
rupture width with magnitude can be perceived. In this case, rupture length exhibits a 968 
scaling behavior that is implied by the L-model. However, at regional scales where 969 
seismogenic depth is more or less fixed, the scaling behavior close to the W-model is 970 
expected. In general, the scaling of rupture area agrees with self-similar scaling behavior, 971 
except for normal-faulting events. Interestingly, the scaling laws imply a strong 972 
likelihood of scale-dependent average stress-drop, especially with normal-faulting and 973 
strike-slip events.  974 
Finally, we note that there are statistically significant differences amongst the 975 
source-scaling properties of the different faulting regimes. Such differences are consistent 976 
with the variability of geological and seismological factors (e.g., fault-dip, fault-strength, 977 
stress-drop and rupture mechanics) across different faulting regimes. 978 
   979 
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Data and Resources 980 
The rupture models used in this study were extracted from the SRCMOD database 981 
(http://equake‐rc.info/srcmod, last accessed December 2016). The dataset provided by 982 
Blaser et al. (2010) is available in the electronic supplement of their article.  983 
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Appendix A 1293 
Scaling of Continental Strike-Slip Earthquakes 1294 
 1295 
Figure A1 shows the regression between MW and log10 L using the entire data set 1296 
for continental strike-slip earthquakes, which appears to follow 𝑀0 ∝ 𝐿
2  scaling 1297 
(according to the obtained fit with slope ~ 0.68). On the other hand, W grows very slowly 1298 
with increasing MW. Residuals do not show any systematic trends, and the statistical tests 1299 
do not reject their normality. 1300 
In Figure A2, we present a bilinear relationship between MW and log10 L, 1301 
considering the transition regime of L between 45 km and 55 km (in the range adopted by 1302 
Leonard, 2010). Here, L scales with slope ~ 0.6 for MW ≤ 7 .1, and with slope ~0.9 for MW 1303 
> 7.1. This bilinear relationship is similar to that formulated by Leonard (2010).  1304 
However, regression between MW and log10 W negates the constant rupture width for 1305 
MW> 7.1. Instead, it shows a gradual growth of W with increasing MW. The residuals 1306 
given by the bilinear regressions do not exhibit any systematic trends. The distributions 1307 
of residuals in A1 and A2 do not allow discriminating statistically which of the two 1308 
models is superior.  1309 
Nevertheless, we find no evidence that W saturates with increasing MW, and 1310 
therefore, we favor the linear relationships over the bilinear ones to describe the source-1311 
scaling properties of large strike-slip (MW5.5) earthquakes. Blaser et al. (2010) made 1312 
similar observations based a different dataset. Additionally, empirical evidence and 1313 
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numerical simulations suggest that W may extend below the locking depth of the fault 1314 
(Shaw and Scholz, 2001; Jiang and Lapusta, 2016).  1315 
 1316 
FIGURE CAPTIONS  1317 
Figure 1. The distribution of slip-centroid depth, average rake angles, average fault-dip, 1318 
and magnitudes in the present dataset.  The plots include, if available, multiple models 1319 
for the same event. Two models for the 2013 Okhotsk Sea earthquake, a shallow-dip 1320 
normal-faulting event with slip-centroid depth > 600 km are not depicted.  A few 1321 
exceptional events are annotated. These include the 2009 Padang, Indonesia earthquake 1322 
(reverse faulting event, occurred at considerable depth > 80 km), the 2008 Pingtung, 1323 
Taiwan earthquake (strike-slip event at depth > 50 km), and the 2012 MW ~8.7 Sumatra 1324 
earthquake. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition. 1325 
 1326 
Figure 2. A schematic diagram depicting different dip-slip regimes in oceanic-1327 
continental subduction collision zone. These dip-slip regimes differ from each other in 1328 
terms of associated active tectonic loading and material properties.  1329 
 1330 
Figure 3.  Generalized orthogonal regressions carried out with randomly generated 100 1331 
synthetic datasets of magnitude MW, and log10 Y, where Y is either width W (km), length L 1332 
(km) or area A (km2) such that the error variance ratios are fixed with applied standard 1333 
deviations for MW, W and L equal to (a) 0.100, 0.075 and 0.075, (b) 0.100, 0.030 and 1334 
0.030,  (c) 0.100, 0.030 and 0.095, and (d) 0.100, 0.095 and 0.095. The leftmost column 1335 
depicts cross-plots between magnitude MW, and log10 Y from a single dataset. The 1336 
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histograms show the distributions of the mean slope estimated with η =0.5625 using the 1337 
realizations of datasets. The dashed line on each histogram indicates the true slope 1338 
parameter.   1339 
 1340 
Figure 4. The regressions between moment magnitude MW and rupture width W; solid 1341 
and dashed lines correspond to the linear fits given by general orthogonal regressions and 1342 
the 95% confidence intervals, respectively. If multiple rupture models for the same event 1343 
exist, the data-point corresponds to the mean of the logarithm-transformed data, while the 1344 
bars indicate the corresponding ranges. The scaling coefficients are listed in Table 1. The 1345 
growth of W with increasing MW is different for the different faulting regimes.  We also 1346 
observe that W for strike-slip events does not saturate but grows very slowly with MW. 1347 
Detailed plots for each faulting regime and the analysis of the residuals can be found in 1348 
the Electronic Supplement Figs. S1 and S2. 1349 
 1350 
Figure 5.  Same as Fig. 4 but for the regressions between moment magnitude MW  and 1351 
rupture length L. We find that L grows much faster for strike-slip events with increasing 1352 
MW compared to other faulting regimes. The scaling coefficients are listed in Table 1.  1353 
Detailed plots for each faulting regime and the analysis of the residuals can be found in 1354 
the Electronic Supplement Figs. S3 and S4. 1355 
 1356 
Figure 6.  Same as Fig. 4 but for the regressions between moment magnitude MW and 1357 
rupture area A. Except for normal-faulting events, the scaling behavior is statistically 1358 
consistent with self-similar scaling.  Subduction-interface events have the largest rupture 1359 
area, for a given magnitude. At the lower magnitude range (MW < 6.5), reverse-faulting 1360 
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(shallow crustal) events have smallest rupture area for a given magnitude. The scaling 1361 
coefficients are listed in Table 1. Detailed plots for each faulting regimes and the analysis 1362 
of the residuals can be found in the Electronic Supplement Figs. S5 and S6. 1363 
 1364 
Figure 7. Regressions between rupture area A and average displacement D (in solid black 1365 
lines, with the 95% confidences intervals shown by dashed lines) are more or less 1366 
statistically consistent with self-similar scaling of 𝐴 ∝  𝐷0.5 (shown by the lighter lines), 1367 
except for normal-faulting events, which tends to deviate from this scaling behavior. The 1368 
scaling coefficients are listed in Table 2.  The color version of this figure is available only 1369 
in the electronic edition. 1370 
 1371 
Figure 8.  Histograms and distributions of the residuals (difference between actual and 1372 
predicted value on log10-scale) with respect to moment magnitude MW: (a) for rupture 1373 
length and (b) for rupture width, classified according to the different faulting regimes. 1374 
The actual values correspond to the dataset of Blaser et al. (2010), and predicted values 1375 
are obtained by applying our new empirical scaling relationships. Note the general 1376 
agreement between the mean residual (solid line) from the zero-mean trend (dashed 1377 
lighter line), except for the scaling of rupture-width for subduction-interface, strike-slip, 1378 







Figure 9. The box-plots depict the distributions of the differences between the parameter 1385 
– rupture width W and rupture length L - predicted by the empirical scaling laws (log10 1386 
Wpred and log10 Lpred) and that given by a specific rupture model (log10 W and log10 L).  1387 
We group the rupture models according to the data used for the source-inversions: S 1388 
(strong-motion data), T (teleseismic recordings), G (geodetic data) and J (joint) 1389 
inversions. The numbers in the brackets indicates the number of models in each category, 1390 
while N is total number of models. 1391 
 1392 
Figure 10.  The rupture width and rupture length of three exceptional oblique-slip events 1393 
compared to the empirical scaling laws – for strike-slip events denoted by the lighter lines 1394 
and for reverse-faulting (shallow crust) events by the darker lines. Note that the scaling 1395 
law for reverse-faulting events has been extended beyond the upper data limit (Table 1). 1396 
Interestingly, the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake follows the scaling of strike-slip events. 1397 
The 1978 Tabas earthquake appears to be an outlier for the rupture width, but it might be 1398 
that the estimate is poorly constrained. The 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake agrees with the 1399 
scaling of reverse-faulting events, but its rupture width correspond to the lower bounds 1400 
predicted by the scaling laws. The color version of this figure is available only in the 1401 
electronic edition. 1402 
 1403 
 1404 
Figure 11.  An example depicting the computation of source parameters for the fault-1405 
segments, using the rupture model given by Avouac et al. (2014) for the 2013 1406 




Figure 12.  The plots depict the regression analyses for different parameters for exterior 1410 
fault-segments (left column) and interior fault-segments (right column). The parameters 1411 
are fault-segment width WS, length LS, area AS, and moment magnitude MW
S. The solid 1412 
lighter lines denote the respective empirical scaling laws for strike-slip events (as listed in 1413 
Table 1). The darker solid and dashed lines are given by the regressions with the slope 1414 
fixed to the empirical scaling laws, and self-similar constraints. The dot-dashed lines on 1415 
the plots between MW
S and log10 L
S represent a W-model scaling with slope ~ 1.0. The 1416 
relationships between WS and MW
S
 are roughly consistent with that of overall rupture 1417 
width, but those between LS and MW
S, and AS and MW
S are different from the overall 1418 
scaling laws, with shorter length and smaller area associated with fault-segments for the 1419 
same moment magnitude. 1420 
 1421 
Figure 13. The regression analyses show that relationship between rupture length W and 1422 
rupture length L depends on the faulting regime, with variable slope (or power-law 1423 
index). The gray bars indicate the range of parameter values for events with multiple 1424 
source models; the logarithmic mean of these values is used in the analysis. 1425 
 1426 
Figure 14. The fault-dip angle and ratio between log10 L and log10 W shows a positive 1427 
correlation (correlation coefficient ~ 0.80) for large events (MW 7.0). For this event 1428 
subset, the linear orthogonal fit (dashed line) also reveals a positive correlation. The 1429 
symbols and notations are the same as in Figure 4.   1430 
 1431 
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Figure 15. Distribution of average slip D over rupture width W, related to average strain 1432 
and hence stress-drop (Mai and Beroza, 2000), with respect to moment magnitude MW. 1433 
Subduction-interface events exhibit smallest average stress-drop. Except for shallow 1434 
crustal reverse-faulting events, this “stress-drop proxy” tends to increase with MW. 1435 
 1436 
FIGURES IN APPENDIX 1437 
Figure A1.  The top panel plots the regression analysis between MW and log10 L, and MW 1438 
and log10 W using the entire dataset of 30 continental strike-slip events with 65 rupture 1439 
models, covering MW 5.5 - 8.0, L = 6.5 km to 200 km, and W = 6.5 - 32.0 km. The bottom 1440 
panel shows the distribution of residuals. The statistical tests for normality, as annotated 1441 
on each plot, support that residuals are normally distributed. 1442 
 1443 
 1444 
Figure A2. Similar to Figure A1, but now the regression analysis adopts a bilinear model 1445 
with crossover at L=55 km between MW and log10 L, and L= 45 km between MW and log10 1446 
W.  In case of MW vs. log10 L, the slope changes from ~0.6 for MW ≤ 7.1 to ~0.9 for MW> 1447 
7.1.  On the other hand, the scaling relationships between MW and log10 W have slopes 1448 
that do not differ statistically, and also from the fit on the entire data range (Fig. A1). The 1449 
bilinear model (specifically for scaling of L) associate marginally lower average residual 1450 







Table 1. Scaling coefficients between rupture length, rupture width, rupture area, and 1457 
moment magnitude. 1458 
Table 2. Scaling coefficients between average slip, rupture width, rupture length, rupture 1459 






Table 1. Scaling coefficients between rupture length, rupture width, rupture area, and moment magnitude. 
 






log10 L =  a + b MW 0.614 (0.043) -2.693 (0.292) 0.083 0.93 5.59 – 7.69 4.9 – 108.0 km 
log10 W = a + b MW 0.435 (0.050) -1.669 (0.336) 0.087 0.90 5.59 – 7.69 4.8 – 45.0 km 





log10 L =  a + b MW 0.583 (0.037) -2.412 (0.288) 0.107 0.85 6.68 – 9.19 29.2 –1420.0 km 
log10 W = a + b MW 0.366 (0.031) -0.880 (0.243) 0.099 0.75 6.68 – 9.19 29.2 – 260.0 km 





log10 L =  a + b MW 0.485 (0.036) -1.722 (0.260) 0.128 0.88 5.86 – 8.39 9.0 – 262.5 km 
log10 W = a + b MW 0.323 (0.047) -0.829 (0.333) 0.128 0.77 5.86 – 8.39 6.0 – 112.5 km 
log10 A =  a + b MW 0.808 (0.059) -2.551 (0.423) 0.181 0.88 5.86 – 8.39 54.0 – 29531.3 km2 
Strike-slip  log10 L =  a + b MW 0.681 (0.052) -2.943 (0.357) 0.151 0.88 5.38 – 8.70 6.0 – 580.0 km 
log10 W = a + b MW 0.261 (0.026) -0.543 (0.179) 0.105 0.75 5.38 – 8.70 6.5 – 50.0 km 
log10 A =  a + b MW 0.942 (0.058) -3.486 (0.399) 0.184 0.88 5.38 – 8.70 39.0 – 29000.0 km2 
 
 Scaling coefficients were obtained by general orthogonal regressions, except for the scaling relationships between moment 
magnitude and rupture area, which were calculated using those of rupture length and rupture width. The notations in the equations: 
L, W, A and MW denote rupture length, rupture width rupture area, and moment magnitude. The slope and intercept are given by a 
and b, their standard errors by sa and sb, while standard deviation is given by . The correlation coefficient is denoted by r2. 
Table
 Table 2. Scaling coefficients between average slip, rupture width, rupture length, rupture 
area, and moment magnitude. 
 
Faulting regime Equation b (sb) a (sa)  r2 
Reverse-faulting 
(shallow crustal)  
log10 D =  a + b MW 0.451 (0.093) -3.156 (0.639) 0.149 0.77 
log10 D =  a + b log10 A 0.429 (0.134) -1.213 (0.379) 0.180 0.72 
log10 D =  a + b log10 L 0.975 (0.203) -1.456 (0.309) 0.132 0.78 
log10 D =  a + b log10 W 
 
0.767 (0.397) -1.022 (0.522) 0.200 0.58 
Subduction-
interface  
log10 D =  a + b MW 0.552 (0.067) -4.226 (0.526) 0.171 0.74 
log10 D =  a + b log10 A 0.582 (0.136) -2.375 (0.558) 0.257 0.35 
log10 D =  a + b log10 L 1.092 (0.223) -2.320 (0.477) 0.213 0.34 
log10 D =  a + b log10 W 
 
1.244 (0.577) -2.438 (1.154) 0.213 0.25 
 
Normal-faulting  
log10 D =  a + b MW 0.693 (0.066) -4.967 (0.484) 0.195 0.86 
log10 D =  a + b log10 A 0.858 (0.214) -2.779 (0.683) 0.330 0.29 
log10 D =  a + b log10 L 1.302 (0.303) -2.302 (0.531) 0.252 0.43 
log10 D =  a + b log10 W 
 
2.512 (0.842) -3.698 (1.216) 0.223 0.00 
Strike-slip  log10 D =  a + b MW 0.558 (0.054) -4.032 (0.376) 0.227 0.77 
log10 D =  a + b log10 A 0.593 (0.112) -1.875 (0.342) 0.302 0.43 
log10 D =  a + b log10 L 0.789 (0.144) -1.473 (0.259) 0.276 0.48 
log10 D =  a + b log10 W 2.391 (0.485) -3.092 (0.602) 0.178 0.10 
 
 Scaling coefficients were obtained by general orthogonal regressions. The notations 
are as in Table 1: D, W, L, A and MW denote average slip (in m), rupture area (in km
2) 







Figure 1. The distribution of slip-centroid depth, average rake angles, average fault-dip, 
and magnitudes in the present dataset.  The plots include, if available, multiple models 
for the same event. Two models for the 2013 Okhotsk Sea earthquake, a shallow-dip 
normal-faulting event with slip-centroid depth > 600 km are not depicted.  A few 
exceptional events are annotated. These include the 2009 Padang, Indonesia earthquake 
(reverse faulting event, occurred at considerable depth > 80 km), the 2008 Pingtung, 
Taiwan earthquake (strike-slip event at depth > 50 km), and the 2012 MW ~8.7 Sumatra 
earthquake. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition. 
 




Figure 2. A schematic diagram depicting different dip-slip regimes in oceanic-
continental subduction collision zone. These dip-slip regimes differ from each other in 









Figure 3.  Generalized orthogonal regressions carried out with randomly generated 100 
synthetic datasets of magnitude MW, and log10 Y, where Y is either width W (km), length L 
(km) or area A (km2) such that the error variance ratios are fixed with applied standard 
deviations for MW, W and L equal to (a) 0.100, 0.075 and 0.075, (b) 0.100, 0.030 and 
0.030,  (c) 0.100, 0.030 and 0.095, and (d) 0.100, 0.095 and 0.095. The leftmost column 
depicts cross-plots between magnitude MW, and log10 Y from a single dataset. The 
histograms show the distributions of the mean slope estimated with η =0.5625 using the 
realizations of datasets. The dashed line on each histogram indicates the true slope 





Figure 4. The regressions between moment magnitude MW and rupture width W; solid 
and dashed lines correspond to the linear fits given by general orthogonal regressions and 
the 95% confidence intervals, respectively. If multiple rupture models for the same event 
exist, the data-point corresponds to the mean of the logarithm-transformed data, while the 
bars indicate the corresponding ranges. The scaling coefficients are listed in Table 1. The 
growth of W with increasing MW is different for the different faulting regimes.  We also 
observe that W for strike-slip events does not saturate but grows very slowly with MW. 
Detailed plots for each faulting regime and the analysis of the residuals can be found in 











Figure 5.  Same as Fig. 4 but for the regressions between moment magnitude MW  and 
rupture length L. We find that L grows much faster for strike-slip events with increasing 
MW compared to other faulting regimes. The scaling coefficients are listed in Table 1.  
Detailed plots for each faulting regime and the analysis of the residuals can be found in 













Figure 6.  Same as Fig. 4 but for the regressions between moment magnitude MW and 
rupture area A. Except for normal-faulting events, the scaling behavior is statistically 
consistent with self-similar scaling.  Subduction-interface events have the largest rupture 
area, for a given magnitude. At the lower magnitude range (MW < 6.5), reverse-faulting 
(shallow crustal) events have smallest rupture area for a given magnitude. The scaling 
coefficients are listed in Table 1. Detailed plots for each faulting regimes and the analysis 

















Figure 7. Regressions between rupture area A and average displacement D (in solid black 
lines, with the 95% confidences intervals shown by dashed lines) are more or less 
statistically consistent with self-similar scaling of 𝐴 ∝  𝐷!.! (shown by the lighter lines), 
except for normal-faulting events, which tends to deviate from this scaling behavior. The 
scaling coefficients are listed in Table 2.  The color version of this figure is available only 













     
 
Figure 8.  Histograms and distributions of the residuals (difference between actual and 
predicted value on log10-scale) with respect to moment magnitude MW: (a) for rupture 
length and (b) for rupture width, classified according to the different faulting regimes. 
The actual values correspond to the dataset of Blaser et al. (2010), and predicted values 
are obtained by applying our new empirical scaling relationships. Note the general 
agreement between the mean residual (solid line) from the zero-mean trend (dashed 
lighter line), except for the scaling of rupture-width for subduction-interface, strike-slip, 








Figure 9. The box-plots depict the distributions of the differences between the parameter 
– rupture width W and rupture length L - predicted by the empirical scaling laws (log10 
Wpred and log10 Lpred) and that given by a specific rupture model (log10 W and log10 L).  
We group the rupture models according to the data used for the source-inversions: S 
(strong-motion data), T (teleseismic recordings), G (geodetic data) and J (joint) 
inversions. The numbers in the brackets indicates the number of models in each category, 









Figure 10.  The rupture width and rupture length of three exceptional oblique-slip events 
compared to the empirical scaling laws – for strike-slip events denoted by the lighter lines 
and for reverse-faulting (shallow crust) events by the darker lines. Note that the scaling 
law for reverse-faulting events has been extended beyond the upper data limit (Table 1). 
Interestingly, the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake follows the scaling of strike-slip events. 
The 1978 Tabas earthquake appears to be an outlier for the rupture width, but it might be 
that the estimate is poorly constrained. The 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake agrees with the 
scaling of reverse-faulting events, but its rupture width correspond to the lower bounds 







Figure 11.  An example depicting the computation of source parameters for the fault-
segments, using the rupture model given by Avouac et al. (2014) for the 2013 















Figure 12.  The plots depict the regression analyses for different parameters for exterior 
fault-segments (left column) and interior fault-segments (right column). The parameters 
are fault-segment width WS, length LS, area AS, and moment magnitude MWS. The solid 
lighter lines denote the respective empirical scaling laws for strike-slip events (as listed in 
Table 1). The darker solid and dashed lines are given by the regressions with the slope 
fixed to the empirical scaling laws, and self-similar constraints. The dot-dashed lines on 
the plots between MWS and log10 LS represent a W-model scaling with slope ~ 1.0. The 
relationships between WS and MWS are roughly consistent with that of overall rupture 
width, but those between LS and MWS, and AS and MWS are different from the overall 
scaling laws, with shorter length and smaller area associated with fault-segments for the 




Figure 13. The regression analyses show that relationship between rupture length W and 
rupture length L depends on the faulting regime, with variable slope (or power-law 
index). The gray bars indicate the range of parameter values for events with multiple 








Figure 14. The fault-dip angle and ratio between log10 L and log10 W shows a positive 
correlation (correlation coefficient ~ 0.80) for large events (MW ≥7.0). For this event 
subset, the linear orthogonal fit (dashed line) also reveals a positive correlation. The 













Figure 15. Distribution of average slip D over rupture width W, related to average strain 
and hence stress-drop (Mai and Beroza, 2000), with respect to moment magnitude MW. 
Subduction-interface events exhibit smallest average stress-drop. Except for shallow 













Figure A1.  The top panel plots the regression analysis between MW and log10 L, and MW 
and log10 W using the entire dataset of 30 continental strike-slip events with 65 rupture 
models, covering MW 5.5 - 8.0, L = 6.5 km to 200 km, and W = 6.5 - 32.0 km. The bottom 
panel shows the distribution of residuals. The statistical tests for normality, as annotated 














Figure A2. Similar to Figure A1, but now the regression analysis adopts a bilinear model 
with crossover at L=55 km between MW and log10 L, and L= 45 km between MW and log10 
W.  In case of MW vs. log10 L, the slope changes from ~0.6 for MW ≤ 7.1 to ~0.9 for MW> 
7.1.  On the other hand, the scaling relationships between MW and log10 W have slopes 
that do not differ statistically, and also from the fit on the entire data range (Fig. A1). The 
bilinear model (specifically for scaling of L) associate marginally lower average residual 
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Table S1. The rupture models and estimated rupture dimensions. 
 
evTAG MW FT S L (km) W (km) D (m) Reference 
 s1923KANTOJ01KOBA 8.08 RS * 130.0 70.0 4.10 Kobayashi and Koketsu (2005)  
 s1923KANTOJ01WALD 7.95 RS * 130.0 70.0 2.53 Wald and Somerville (1995)  
 s1944TONANK01ICHI 8.04 RS * 220.0 140.0 1.05 Ichinose et al. (2003)  
 s1944TONANK01KIKU 7.99 RS * 140.0 80.0 2.36 Kikuchi et al. (2003)  
 s1944TONANK01TANI 8.10 RS * 270.0 180.0 0.82 Tanioka and Satake (2001a)  
 s1946NANKAI01BABA 8.40 RS * 360.0 180.0 1.54 Baba et al. (2002)  
 s1946NANKAI01TANI 8.40 RS * 360.0 180.0 1.64 Tanioka and Satake (2001b)  
 s1979IMPERI01ARCH 6.53 SS 
 
35.0 11.0 0.63 Archuleta (1984)  
 s1979IMPERI01HART 6.58 SS 
 
36.0 10.4 0.69 Hartzell and Heaton (1983)  
 s1979IMPERI01ZENG 6.35 SS 
 
23.0 9.0 0.84 Zeng and Anderson (2000)  
 s1984MORGAN01BERO 6.28 SS 
 
25.5 11.0 0.32 Beroza and Spudich (1988)  
 s1984MORGAN01HART 6.07 SS 
 
27.0 11.5 0.16 Hartzell and Heaton (1986)  
 s1986NORTHP01HART 6.21 SS 
 
22.0 15.2 0.15 Hartzell (1989)  
 s1986NORTHP01MEND 6.14 SS 
 
22.0 15.2 0.13 Mendoza and Hartzell (1988)  
 s1987SUPERS01LARS 6.60 SS 
 
25.0 10.0 1.12 Larsen et al. (1992)  
 s1987SUPERS01WALD 6.51 SS 
 
18.0 10.4 1.02 Wald et al. (1990)  
 s1989LOMAPR01BERO 6.95 OS 
 
32.0 15.0 1.66 Beroza (1991)  
 s1989LOMAPR01EMOL 6.91 OS 
 
35.0 14.0 1.46 Emolo and Zollo (2005)  
 s1989LOMAPR01STEI 6.99 OS 
 
38.0 17.0 1.38 Steidl et al. (1991)  
 s1989LOMAPR01WALD 6.94 OS 
 
40.0 17.5 1.24 Wald et al. (1991)  
 s1989LOMAPR01ZENG 6.98 OS 
 
32.0 13.0 2.43 Zeng and Anderson (2000)  
 s1992JOSHUA01BENN 6.25 SS 
 
15.0 16.0 0.33 Bennet et al. (1995)  
 s1992JOSHUA01HOUG 6.15 SS 
 
10.0 12.0 0.46 Hough and Dreger (1995)  
 s1992LANDER01COHE 7.08 SS 
 
84.0 18.0 1.32 Cohee and Beroza (1994)  
 s1992LANDER01WALD 7.28 SS 
 
93.0 15.0 2.02 Wald and Heaton (1994)  
 s1992LANDER01ZENG 7.20 SS 
 
73.0 15.0 2.20 Zeng and Anderson (2000)  
 s1994NORTHR01DREG 6.66 RS 
 
17.0 25.0 0.76 Dreger (1994)  
 s1994NORTHR01HART 6.73 RS 
 
20.0 24.9 0.71 Hartzell et al. (1996)  
 s1994NORTHR01HUDN 6.81 RS 
 
20.0 24.0 1.13 Hudnut et al. (1996)  
 s1994NORTHR01SHEN 6.84 RS 
 
25.7 27.9 0.81 Shen et al. (1996)  
 s1994NORTHR01WALD 6.80 RS 
 
18.0 24.0 1.03 Wald et al. (1996)  
 s1994NORTHR01ZENG 6.71 RS 
 
15.0 17.5 1.20 Zeng and Anderson (2000)  
 s1994SANRIK01NAGA 7.70 RS * 110.0 100.0 0.99 Nagai et al. (2001)  
 s1994SANRIK01NAKA 7.88 RS * 110.0 160.0 0.63 Nakayama and Takeo (1997)  
 s1995KOBEJA01CHOx 6.80 SS 
 
48.0 20.0 0.54 Cho and Nakanishi (2000)  
 s1995KOBEJA01HORI 7.01 SS 
 
52.0 15.2 1.30 Horikawa et al. (1996)  
 s1995KOBEJA01IDEx 6.89 SS 
 
44.0 19.0 0.82 Ide et al. (1996)  
 s1995KOBEJA01KOKE 6.87 SS 
 
60.0 16.0 0.91 Koketsu et al. (1998)  
 s1995KOBEJA01WALD 6.92 SS 
 
60.0 20.0 0.73 Wald (1996)  
 s1995KOBEJA01YOSH 6.86 SS 
 
56.0 16.0 0.84 Yoshida et al. (1996)  
Tables Click here to download Supplemental Material (Main Page,
Tables, Figures) BSSA-EQS-TableS1_R1.docx
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evTAG MW FT S L (km) W (km) D (m) Reference 
 s1995KOBEJA01ZENG 6.90 SS 
 
53.5 19.5 0.76 Zeng and Anderson (2000)  
 s1995KOBEJA02SEKI 7.02 SS 
 
63.6 20.5 0.79 Sekiguchi et al. (2002)  
 s1996NAZCAR01SALI 7.84 RS * 140.0 80.0 0.95 Salichon et al. (2003)  
 s1996NAZCAR01SPEN 8.06 RS * 216.0 108.0 1.18 Spence et al. (1999)  
 s1997KAGOSH01HORI 6.10 SS 
 
14.0 10.0 0.36 Horikawa (2001)  
 s1997KAGOSH01MIYA 6.04 SS 
 
16.0 12.0 0.20 Miyakoshi et al. (2000)  
 s1997YAMAGU01IDEx 5.81 SS 
 
9.0 11.0 0.21 Ide (1999)  
 s1997YAMAGU01MIYA 5.82 SS 
 
14.0 14.0 0.09 Miyakoshi et al. (2000)  
 s1998IWATEJ01MIYA 6.27 RS 
 
12.0 12.0 0.12 Miyakoshi et al. (2000)  
 s1998IWATEJ01NAKA 6.30 RS 
 
10.0 8.0 0.49 Nakahara et al. (2002)  
 s1999CHICHI01CHIx 7.68 RS 
 
98.0 35.0 4.08 Chi et al. (2001)  
 s1999CHICHI01JOHN 7.58 RS 
 
90.1 30.0 3.86 Johnson et al. (2001)  
 s1999CHICHI01SEKI 7.63 RS 
 
78.0 39.0 3.75 Sekiguchi (2002)  
 s1999CHICHI01WUxx 7.67 RS 
 
62.0 35.0 5.88 Wu et al. (2001)  
 s1999CHICHI01ZENG 7.61 RS 
 
84.0 42.0 3.02 Zeng and Chen (2001)  
 s1999CHICHI02MAxx 7.69 RS 
 
80.0 40.0 4.74 Ma et al. (2001)  
 s1999DUZCET01BIRG 7.10 SS 
 
34.7 12.6 1.10 Birgoren et al. (2004)  
 s1999DUZCET01DELO 7.18 SS 
 
40.0 25.0 2.02 Delouis et al. (2004)  
 s1999HECTOR01JIxx 7.17 SS 
 
72.0 16.2 1.87 Ji et al. (2002)  
 s1999HECTOR01JONS 7.16 SS 
 
73.5 21.0 1.52 Jonsson et al. (2002)  
 s1999HECTOR01KAVE 7.24 SS 
 
98.0 24.0 0.97 Kaverina et al. (2002)  
 s1999HECTOR01SALI 7.14 SS 
 
69.0 18.0 1.61 Salichon et al. (2004)  
 s1999IZMITT01BOUC 7.59 SS 
 
141.0 18.0 3.13 Bouchon et al. (2002)  
 s1999IZMITT01CAKI 7.47 SS 
 
140.0 24.0 1.74 Cakir et al. (2003)  
 s1999IZMITT01DELO 7.56 SS 
 
165.0 22.5 1.91 Delouis et al. (2002)  
 s1999IZMITT01REIL 7.42 SS 
 
145.6 18.2 1.90 Reilinger et al. (2000)  
 s1999IZMITT01SEKI 7.44 SS 
 
126.0 23.3 1.63 Sekiguchi and Iwata (2002)  
 s1999IZMITT01YAGI 7.40 SS 
 
81.9 21.6 2.57 Yagi and Kikuchi (2000)  
 s2000TOTTOR01IWAT 6.86 SS 
 
33.0 21.0 0.85 Iwata et al. (2000)  
 s2000TOTTOR01PIAT 6.60 SS 
 
38.0 18.0 1.33 Piatanesi et al. (2007) 
 s2000TOTTOR01SEKI 6.83 SS 
 
34.0 17.6 0.57 Sekiguchi (2003)  
 s2000TOTTOR01SEMM 6.73 SS 
 
32.0 20.0 0.62 Semmane et al. (2005a) 
 s2001GEIYOJ01KAKE 6.68 NS 
 
30.0 18.0 0.67 Kakehi (2004)  
 s2001GEIYOJ01SEKI 6.79 NS 
 
30.0 21.0 0.83 Sekiguchi and Iwata (2001)  
 s2002DENALI01ASAN 7.87 SS 
 
288.0 18.0 4.32 Asano et al. (2005)  
 s2002DENALI01OGLE 7.91 SS 
 
330.0 30.0 2.32 Oglesby et al. (2004)  
 s2003MIYAGI01HIKI 6.10 RS 
 
18.0 10.0 0.31 Hikima and Koketsu (2004)  
 s2003MIYAGI01MIUR 6.08 RS 
 
9.6 9.6 0.59 Miura et al. (2004)  
 s2003TOKACH01KOKE 8.21 RS * 120.0 100.0 3.11 Koketsu et al. (2004)  
 s2003TOKACH01TANI 7.96 RS * 120.0 120.0 1.06 Tanioka et al. (2004)  
 s2003TOKACH01YAGI 8.16 RS * 120.0 170.0 1.58 Yagi (2004)  
 s2003TOKACH01YAMA 8.03 RS * 120.0 80.0 1.92 Yamanaka and Kikuchi (2003)  
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evTAG MW FT S L (km) W (km) D (m) Reference 
 s2004PARKFI01CUST 6.06 SS 
 
36.1 11.9 0.10 Custodio et al. (2005)  
 s2004PARKFI01DREG 6.00 SS 
 
24.6 12.1 0.15 Dreger et al. (2005)  
 s2004PARKFI01JIxx 5.90 SS 
 
34.0 13.1 0.08 CALTECH 
 s2004SUMATR01AMMO 9.10 RS * 1420.0 224.0 3.55 Ammon et al. (2005)  
 s2004SUMATR01JIxx 8.89 RS * 450.0 180.0 6.77 UCSB 
 s2004SUMATR02RHIE 9.19 RS * 970.5 199.6 11.43 Rhie et al. (2007)  
 s2005KASHMI01KONC 7.60 RS 
 
76.0 35.0 2.94 CALTECH 
 s2005KASHMI01SHAO 7.60 RS 
 
108.0 45.0 2.45 UCSB 
 s2005SUMATR01JIxx 8.70 RS * 380.0 192.0 3.50 CALTECH 
 s2005SUMATR01KONC 8.50 RS * 304.0 192.0 2.72 Konca et al. (2007)  
 s2005SUMATR01SHAO 8.68 RS * 340.0 220.0 3.38 UCSB 
 s2006JAVAIN01YAGI 7.82 RS * 220.0 140.0 0.75 Yagi and Fukahata (2011a)  
 s2006SOUTHE01JIxx 7.70 RS * 315.0 77.0 0.46 UCSB 
 s2006SOUTHE01KONC 7.90 RS * 240.0 162.5 1.53 CALTECH 
 s2006KURILI01JIxx 8.30 RS * 280.0 125.0 2.66 UCSB 
 s2006KURILI01LAYx 8.40 RS * 240.0 100.0 4.58 Lay et al. (2009)  
 s2006KURILI01SLAD 8.30 RS * 315.0 132.0 1.74 CALTECH 
 s2007BENKUL01JIxx 8.40 RS * 460.0 159.5 1.10 UCSB 
 s2007BENKUL02GUSM 8.50 RS * 300.0 225.0 1.72 Gusman et al. (2010)  
 s2007BENKUL02KONC 8.40 RS * 256.0 192.0 1.68 Konca et al. (2008)  
 s2007KURILI01JIxx 8.10 NS 
 
192.0 35.0 7.31 UCSB 
 s2007KURILI01SLAD 8.10 NS 
 
216.0 35.0 4.22 CALTECH 
 s2007PAGAII01JIxx 7.90 RS * 225.0 90.0 0.76 USGS  
 s2007PAGAII01KONC 7.90 RS * 192.0 110.0 0.80 Konca et al. (2008)  
 s2007PAGAII01SLAD 7.90 RS * 168.0 100.0 0.99 CALTECH 
 s2007PISCOP01JIxx 8.00 RS * 156.0 108.0 2.01 USGS 
 s2007PISCOP01KONC 8.00 RS * 168.0 160.0 0.75 CALTECH 
 s2007PISCOP01SLAD 8.00 RS * 120.0 120.0 1.63 Sladen et al.(2010) 
 s2007TOCOPI01JIxx 7.81 RS * 195.0 120.0 0.70 UCSB 
 s2007TOCOPI01MOTA 7.80 RS * 233.3 102.9 0.70 Motagh et al. (2010)  
 s2007TOCOPI01SLAD 7.70 RS * 162.0 99.0 1.12 CALTECH 
 s2007TOCOPI01ZENG 7.70 RS * 180.0 130.0 0.66 USGS 
 s2007TOCOPI03BEJA 7.70 RS * 210.0 98.0 0.51 Bejar-Pizzaro et al. (2010)  
 s2008HONSHU01HAYE 6.80 RS 
 
36.0 22.0 0.98 USGS 
 s2008IWATEx01ASAN 6.89 RS 
 
34.0 18.0 1.35 Asano and Iwata (2011b)  
 s2008IWATEx01CULT 7.00 RS 
 
42.7 17.4 1.82 Cultrera et al. (2013)  
 s2008IWATEx01HAYE 6.80 RS 
 
36.0 22.0 0.98 USGS 
 s2008SIMEUL01HAYE 7.40 RS * 90.0 130.0 0.22 USGS 
 s2008SIMEUL01SLAD 7.40 RS * 112.0 80.0 0.29 CALTECH 
 s2008WENCHU01JIxx 7.90 OS 
 
315.0 40.0 2.79 USGS 
 s2008WENCHU01SLAD 7.90 OS 
 
220.0 28.0 4.45 CALTECH 
 s2008WENCHU01YAGI 8.03 OS 
 
310.0 60.0 3.32 Yagi et al. (2012)  
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evTAG MW FT S L (km) W (km) D (m) Reference 
 s2008WENCHU03FIEL 7.92 OS 
 
270.0 28.0 3.62 Fielding et al. (2013)  
 s2009LAQUIL01GUAL 6.30 NS 
 
26.0 20.0 0.24 Gualandi et al. (2013)  
 s2009LAQUIL01POIA 6.30 NS 
 
24.0 16.0 0.27 Poiata et al. (2012b)  
 s2009LAQUIL02CIRE 6.10 NS 
 
21.0 15.8 0.44 Cirella et al. (2012)  
 s2009VANUAT01HAYE 7.80 RS * 130.0 120.0 0.44 USGS 
 s2009VANUAT01SLAD 7.60 RS * 91.0 55.0 0.95 CALTECH 
 s2010DARFIE01ATZO 7.10 SS 
 
68.0 12.0 2.77 Atzori et al. (2012)  
 s2010DARFIE01HAYE 7.02 SS 
 
75.0 24.0 0.70 USGS 
 s2010HAITIx01CALA 7.10 SS 
 
38.0 24.0 1.84 Calais et al. (2010)  
 s2010HAITIx01HAYE 7.00 SS 
 
99.0 22.5 0.68 Hayes et al. (2010)  
 s2010HAITIx01SLAD 7.00 SS 
 
42.0 20.0 1.75 CALTECH 
 s2010MAULEC01DELO 8.80 RS * 560.0 200.0 3.50 Delouis at al. (2010)  
 s2010MAULEC01HAYE 8.77 RS * 450.0 200.0 4.64 USGS 
 s2010MAULEC01LUTT 8.80 RS * 520.0 177.3 5.08 Luttrell et al. (2011)  
 s2010MAULEC01POLL 8.80 RS * 510.7 132.9 6.89 Pollitz et al. (2011)  
 s2010MAULEC01SHAO 8.90 RS * 450.0 187.0 5.41 USGS 
 s2010MAULEC01SLAD 8.76 RS * 540.0 180.0 2.42 CALTECH 
 s2010MAULEC02LORI 8.80 RS * 550.0 175.0 5.21 Lorito et al. (2011)  
 s2011PAKIST01HAYE 7.20 NS 
 
35.0 40.0 0.84 USGS 
 s2011PAKIST02HAYE 7.20 NS 
 
40.0 40.0 0.74 USGS 
 s2011TOHOKU01AMMO 9.00 RS * 330.0 180.0 17.69 Ammon et al.(2011) 
 s2011TOHOKU01HAYE 9.05 RS * 375.0 260.0 9.40 Hayes (2011) 
 s2011TOHOKU01IDEx 9.00 RS * 420.0 225.4 11.31 Ide et al. (2011)  
 s2011TOHOKU01LAYx 9.00 RS * 320.0 200.0 18.87 Lay et al. (2011)  
 s2011TOHOKU01YAGI 9.11 RS * 380.0 200.0 16.56 Yagi and Fukahata (2011b) 
 s2011TOHOKU01YAMA 9.00 RS * 280.0 180.0 19.20 Yamazaki et al.  2011 
 s2011TOHOKU01YUEx 9.00 RS * 300.0 210.0 22.60 Yue and Lay (2013)  
 s2011TOHOKU02FUJI 9.00 RS * 350.0 200.0 10.72 Fujii et al. (2011)  
 s2011TOHOKU02GUSM 9.00 RS * 350.0 200.0 13.28 Gusman et al. (2012)  
 s2011TOHOKU03SATA 9.00 RS * 450.0 200.0 11.60 Satake et al. (2013)  
 s2011TOHOKU03WEIx 9.09 RS * 450.0 200.0 14.49 Wei et al. (2012)  
 s2011TOHOKU04SHAO 9.10 RS * 325.0 180.0 20.37 Shao et al. (2011)  
 s2011VANTUR01ALTI 7.20 RS 
 
53.3 41.2 0.78 Altiner et al. (2013)  
 s2011VANTUR01ELLI 7.10 RS 
 
31.0 21.6 2.70 Elliott et al. (2013)  
 s2011VANTUR01HAYE 7.10 RS 
 
55.0 41.2 0.75 USGS 
 s2011VANTUR01KONC 7.10 RS 
 
55.0 27.5 1.26 Konca (2015)  
 s2011VANTUR01SHAO 7.13 RS 
 
40.0 45.0 1.02 UCSB 
 s2011VANTUR01UTKU 7.10 RS 
 
42.0 28.0 1.17 Utkucu 2013  
 s2012COSTAR01HAYE 7.57 RS * 110.0 88.0 0.54 USGS 
 s2012COSTAR01LIUx 7.60 RS * 120.0 84.0 0.80 Liu et al. (2015)  
 s2012COSTAR01YUEx 7.60 RS * 97.5 105.0 0.92 Yue et al. (2013)  
 s2012MASSET01LAYx 7.82 RS * 144.0 54.0 2.88 Lay et al. (2013a) 
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 s2012MASSET01SHAO 7.72 RS * 120.0 50.0 2.26 UCSB 
 s2012MASSET01WEIx 7.83 RS * 190.0 90.0 0.66 CALTECH 
 s2012OAXACA01HAYE 7.40 RS * 72.0 66.0 0.79 USGS 
 s2012OAXACA01WEIx 7.40 RS * 45.0 45.0 1.52 CALTECH 
 s2012SUMATR01YUEx 8.70 SS 
 
580.0 50.0 8.09 Yue et al. (2012)  
 s2013OKHOTS01WEIx 8.39 NS 
 
262.5 112.5 1.45 Wei et al. (2013b)  
 s2013OKHOTS01YExx 8.30 NS 
 
180.0 60.0 4.14 Ye at al. (2013)  
 s2015GORKHA01HAYE 7.86 RS * 200.0 150.0 0.79 USGS 
 s2015GORKHA01YAGI 7.90 RS * 136.0 88.0 2.91 Yagi and Okuwaki (2015)  
 s1948FUKUIJ01ICHI 6.65 SS 
 
54.0 18.0 0.33 Ichinose et al. (2005)  
 s1968HYUGAx01YAGI 7.53 RS * 72.0 63.0 1.32 Yagi et al. (1998)  
 s1968TOKACH01NAGA 8.35 RS * 240.0 120.0 2.41 Nagai et al. (2001)  
 s1969GIFUxK01TAKE 6.43 SS 
 
20.0 11.2 0.68 Takeo (1990)  
 s1971SANFER01HEAT 6.82 RS 
 
27.8 13.3 1.46 Heaton (1982)  
 s1974PERUCE01HART 8.01 RS * 250.0 140.0 1.02 Hartzell and Langer (1993) 
 s1978MIYAGI01YAMA 7.61 RS * 80.0 70.0 0.78 Yamanaka and Kikuchi (2004)  
 s1978TABASI01HART 7.09 OS 
 
95.0 45.0 0.34 Hartzell and Mendoza (1991)  
 s1979COYOTE01LIUx 5.92 SS 
 
6.0 6.5 0.67 Liu and Helmberger (1983)  
 s1979PETATL01MEND 7.39 RS * 100.0 100.0 0.42 Mendoza (1995)  
 s1980IZUxHA01TAKE 6.61 SS 
 
20.0 12.0 1.06 Takeo (1988)  
 s1981PLAYAA01MEND 7.25 RS * 45.0 55.0 0.83 Mendoza (1993)  
 s1983BORAHP01MEND 6.82 NS 
 
42.3 26.6 0.44 Mendoza and Hartzell (1988)  
 s1985CENTRA01MEND 8.16 RS * 255.0 150.0 0.87 Mendoza et al. (1994)  
 s1985MICHOA01MEND 8.01 RS * 180.0 139.0 1.39 Mendoza and Hartzell (1989)  
 s1985ZIHUAT01MEND 7.42 RS * 67.5 67.5 0.76 Mendoza (1993)  
 s1987ELMORE01LARS 6.52 SS 
 
22.5 10.0 0.97 Larsen et al. (1992)  
 s1987WHITTI01HART 5.89 RS 
 
10.0 10.0 0.26 Hartzell and Iida (1990)  
 s1991SIERRA01WALD 5.59 RS 
 
4.9 4.8 0.31 Wald (1992)  
 s1993PUMQUx01WANG 6.29 NS 
 
26.0 19.0 0.19 Wang et al. (2014)  
 s1995COLIMA01MEND 7.96 RS * 170.0 100.0 1.39 Mendoza and Hartzell (1999)  
 s1995COPALA01COUR 7.30 RS * 70.0 55.0 0.52 Courboulex et al. (1997)  
 s1996HYUGAx01YAGI 6.81 RS * 32.1 32.1 0.54 Yagi et al. (1999)  
 s1996HYUGAx02YAGI 6.68 RS * 29.2 29.2 0.42 Yagi et al. (1999)  
 s1996PUMQUx01WANG 6.08 NS 
 
22.0 17.0 0.12 Wang et al. (2014)  
 s1997COLFIO03HERN 5.86 NS 
 
9.0 6.0 0.45 Hernandez et al. (2004)  
 s1997KAGOSH02HORI 6.01 SS 
 
17.0 10.0 0.21 Horikawa (2001)  
 s1997ZIRKUH01SUDH 7.20 SS 
 
149.4 18.0 1.14 Sudhaus and Jonsson (2011)  
 s1998ANTARC01ANTO 7.98 SS 
 
200.0 35.0 4.55 Antolik et al. (2000)  
 s1998ANTARC02ANTO 7.76 NS 
 
75.0 45.0 4.52 Antolik et al. (2000)  
 s1998PUMQUx01WANG 6.16 NS 
 
36.0 21.0 0.08 Wang et al. (2014)  
 s1999OAXACA01HERN 7.47 NS 
 
82.5 45.0 0.70 Hernandez et al. (2001)  
 s2000KLEIFA01SUDH 5.87 SS 
 
9.0 8.0 0.31 Sudhaus and Jonsson (2009)  
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 s2003BAMIRA01POIA 6.50 SS 
 
25.0 20.0 0.48 Poiata et al. (2012a)  
 s2003BOUMER01SEMM 7.10 RS 
 
64.0 32.0 1.24 Semmane et al. (2005b)  
 s2003CARLSB01WEIx 7.60 SS 
 
290.0 36.0 0.61 CALTECH 
 s2003COLIMA01YAGI 7.50 RS * 70.0 85.0 0.61 Yagi et al. (2004)  
 s2004IRIANx01WEIx 7.20 SS 
 
92.0 28.0 1.12 CALTECH 
 s2004NIIGAT01ASAN 6.62 RS 
 
28.0 18.0 0.67 Asano and Iwata (2009)  
 s2004ZHONGB01ELLI 6.20 NS 
 
17.0 19.6 0.21 Elliott et al. (2010)  
 s2005FUKUOK01ASAN 6.60 SS 
 
26.0 18.0 0.68 Asano and Iwata (2006)  
 s2005NORTHE01SHAO 7.20 SS 
 
90.0 30.0 0.89 UCSB 
 s2005ZHONGB01ELLI 6.20 NS 
 
23.0 14.0 0.30 Elliott et al. (2010)  
 s2007NIIGAT01CIRE 6.60 RS 
 
29.8 21.0 0.50 Cirella et al. (2008)  
 s2007NOTOHA01ASAN 6.73 RS 
 
28.0 16.0 1.16 Asano and Iwata (2011a)  
 s2007SOLOMO01JIxx 8.10 RS * 285.0 80.0 1.55 UCSB 
 s2008GERZET01ELLI 6.40 NS 
 
14.0 17.0 0.61 Elliott et al. (2010)  
 s2008GERZET02ELLI 5.90 NS 
 
12.0 8.8 0.29 Elliott et al. (2010)  
 s2008KERMED01HAYE 7.00 RS * 45.0 45.0 0.33 USGS 
 s2008SULAWE01SLAD 7.30 RS * 104.0 40.0 0.73 CALTECH 
 s2008YUTIAN01ELLI 7.10 NS 
 
46.6 16.5 2.26 Elliott et al. (2010)  
 s2008ZHONGB01ELLI 6.70 NS 
 
54.0 24.9 0.31 Elliott et al. (2010)  
 s2009FIORDL01HAYE 7.60 RS * 88.0 72.0 1.53 USGS 
 s2009GULFOF01HAYE 6.90 SS 
 
60.0 18.2 0.64 USGS 
 s2009OFFSHO01HAYE 7.30 SS 
 
180.0 31.5 0.66 USGS 
 s2009PAPUAx01HAYE 7.60 RS * 96.0 78.0 0.91 USGS 
 s2009SAMOAx01HAYE 8.00 NS 
 
130.0 45.0 5.02 USGS 
 s2010BONINI01HAYE 7.40 NS 
 
75.0 35.0 0.93 USGS 
 s2010ELMAYO01WEIx 7.29 SS 
 
156.0 21.0 1.13 Wei et al. (2011)  
 s2010NORTHE01HAYE 7.80 RS * 108.0 108.0 0.99 USGS 
 s2010NORTHE02HAYE 7.20 RS * 72.0 54.0 0.37 USGS 
 s2010SUMATR01HAYE 7.70 RS * 195.0 140.0 0.33 USGS 
 s2010VANUAT01HAYE 7.30 NS 
 
50.0 38.5 0.86 USGS 
 s2011KERMAD01HAYE 7.30 NS 
 
104.0 54.0 0.95 USGS 
 s2011OFFSHO01HAYE 7.30 RS * 99.0 72.0 0.41 USGS 
 s2011VANUAT01HAYE 7.30 RS * 72.0 66.0 0.23 USGS 
 s2012BRAWLE01WEIx 5.45 SS 
 
11.3 9.8 0.10 Wei et al. (2013a)  
 s2012BRAWLE02WEIx 5.38 SS 
 
11.3 9.8 0.07 Wei et al. (2013a)  
 s2012OFFSHO01HAYE 7.30 RS * 110.0 80.0 0.28 USGS 
 s2012SUMATR03HAYE 7.20 SS 
 
72.0 17.5 1.93 USGS 
 s2013BALOCH01AVOU 7.70 SS 
 
232.0 32.0 2.82 Avouac et al. (2014)  
 s2013KHASHI01WEIx 7.80 NS 
 
100.0 45.0 1.57 CALTECH 
 s2013SANTAC01LAYx 8.06 RS * 144.0 90.0 2.86 Lay et al. (2013b)  
 s2013SCOTIA01HAYE 7.70 SS 
 
322.0 50.0 1.01 USGS 
 s2014IQUIQU01WEIx 8.10 RS * 240.0 160.0 0.79 CALTECH 
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 Each rupture model is associated with unique identifier evTAG, which can be used 
to access the model online on the SRCMOD database (for details, see Mai and 
Thingbaijam, 2014). USGS, CALTECH and UCSB refer to the online models 
from the respective organizations/institutes, namely United States Geological 
Survey, California Institute of Technology, and University of California Santa 
Barbara. MW corresponds to moment magnitude of each event. FT stands for 
faulting type, which can be RS (reverse), NS (normal), SS (strike-slip), or OS 
(oblique-slip).  The subduction-interface events are indicated with ‘*’ listed under 
the heading denoted by S. The notations - L, W and D stand for rupture length, 
rupture width, and average slip. 
 
 1 
Table S2. Comparison of source-scaling relationships for shallow crustal reverse-faulting 
events obtained by various studies 
 
Equation b (sb) a (sa) s Authors 
log10 L =  a + b MW 0.614 (0.043) -2.693 (0.292) 0.083     This study 
 0.60  -2.77 -- MB2000 
 0.58 (0.03) -2.42 (0.21) 0.16 WC1994 
 0.57 (0.02) -2.37 (0.13) 0.18 BEA2010 
 0.60 -2.54 -- LEO2010 
log10 W = a + b MW 0.435 (0.050) -1.669 (0.336) 0.087      This study 
 0.53  -2.34 -- MB2000 
 0.41 (0.03) -1.61 (0.20) 0.15 WC1994 
 0.46 (0.02) -1.86 (0.12) 0.17 BEA2010 
 0.40 -1.46 -- LEO2010 
log10 A =  a + b MW 1.049 (0.066) -4.362 (0.445) 0.121     This study 
 1.13  -5.11 -- MB2000 
 0.98 (0.06) -3.99 (0.36) 0.26 WC1994 
 1.03 (0.03) -4.23 (0.18) 0.25 BEA2010 
 1.0 -4.0  -- LEO2010 
 
 The slope and intercept are denoted by symbols a and b, their standard errors by sa and sb, 
while standard deviation is denoted by s. The authors are: MB2000 (Mai and Beroza, 2000), 
WC1994 (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994), BEA2010 (Blaser et al., 2010), and LEO2010 
(Leonard, 2010). The MW-log10 A relationships for BEA2010 are obtained from the scaling 
relationships of W and L.  
Tables Click here to download Supplemental Material (Main Page,
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Table S3. Same as Table S2, but for subduction-interface events obtained by various 
studies 
 
Equation b (sb) a (sa) s Authors 
log10 L =  a + b MW 0.583 (0.037) -2.412 (0.288) 0.107 This study 
 0.57 (0.02) -2.37 (0.13) 0.18 BEA2010 
 0.60 -2.54 -- LEO2010 
 0.56 (0.03) -2.48 (0.22) 0.18 SAB2010 
 0.47 -1.50 0.17 GEA2016 
log10 W = a + b MW 0.366 (0.031) -0.880 (0.243) 0.099 This study 
 0.46 (0.02) -1.86 (0.12) 0.17 BEA2010 
 0.40 -1.46 -- LEO2010 
 0.35 (0.03) -0.88 (0.23) 0.17 SAB2010 
 0.30 -0.36 -- SST2016 
 0.31 -0.49 0.15 GEA2016 
log10 A =  a + b MW 0.949 (0.049) -3.292 (0.377) 0.150 This study 
 1.03 (0.03) -4.23 (0.18) 0.25 BEA2010 
 1.0 -4.0  -- LEO2010 
 0.95 (0.05) -3.48 (0.40) 0.30 SAB2010 
 1.0 -3.72 -- SST2016 
 0.78 -1.99 0.24 GEA2016 
 
 The authors are: BEA2010 (Blaser et al., 2010), LEO2010 (Leonard, 2010), SAB2010 
(Strasser et al., 2010), and GEA2016 (Goda et al., 2016). BEA2010 and LEO2010 did not 
discriminate subduction interface events from shallow crustal reverse-slip events.  The 
relationships for tsunamigenic events given by GEA2016 are considered here. 
Tables Click here to download Supplemental Material (Main Page,
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Table S4. Same as Table S3, but for normal-faulting events obtained by various studies 
 
Equation b (sb) a (sa) s Authors 
log10 L =  a + b MW 0.485 (0.036) -1.722 (0.260) 0.128 This study  
 0.50 (0.06) -1.88 (0.37) 0.17 WC1994 
 0.52 (0.04) -1.91 (0.29) 0.18 BEA2010 
log10 W = a + b MW 0.323 (0.047) -0.829 (0.333) 0.127 This study 
 0.35 (0.05) -1.14 (0.28) 0.12 WC1994 
 0.36 (0.04) -1.20 (0.25) 0.16 BEA2010 
log10 A =  a + b MW 0.808 (0.059) -2.551 (0.423) 0.181 This study 
 0.82 (0.08) -2.87 (0.50) 0.22 WC1994 
 0.88 (0.06) -3.11 (0.38) 0.24 BEA2010 
 
 The authors are: WC1994 (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994), and BEA2010 (Blaser et al., 
2010). 
 
Tables Click here to download Supplemental Material (Main Page,
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Table S5. Same as Table S2, but for strike-slip events obtained by various studies 
Equation b (sb) a (sa) s Authors 
log10 L =  a + b MW 0.681 (0.052) -2.943 (0.357) 0.151 This study 
 0.60  -2.69 -- MB2000 
 0.62 (0.02) -2.57 (0.12) 0.16 WC1994 
 0.64 (0.02) -2.69 (0.11) 0.18 BEA2010 
 0.60, L≤45 km 
1.00, L>45 km 
-2.50, L≤45 km -- LEO2010 
log10 W = a + b MW 0.261 (0.026) -0.543 (0.179) 0.105 This study 
 0.26  -0.64 -- MB2000 
 0.27 (0.02) -0.76 (0.12) 0.14 WC1994 
 0.33 (0.03) -1.12 (0.12) 0.15 BEA2010 
 0.40, L≤45 km 
0.00, L>45 km 
-1.49, L≤45 km 
1.23, L>45 km 
-- LEO2010 
log10 A =  a + b MW 0.942 (0.058) -3.486 (0.399) 0.184 This study 
 0.86  -3.33 -- MB2000 
 0.90 (0.03) -3.42 (0.18) 0.22 WC1994 
 0.97 (0.04) -3.81 (0.16) 0.23 BEA2010 
 1.0 -3.99 -- LEO2010 
 1.00, A≤537 km2 
0.75, A>537 km2 
-3.98, A≤537 km2 
-2.30, A>537 km2 
-- HB2002 
 
 The authors are: MB2000 (Mai and Beroza, 2000), WC1994 (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994), 
BEA2010 (Blaser et al., 2010), LEO2010 (Leonard, 2010), and HB2002 (Hanks and Bakun, 
2002.  
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